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PINNACLE CLUB JOURNAL,
1924.

OUR FOUNDER,
JN the first number of the Journal of the Pinnacle Club, it is
natural that we should give some thought to the early history
of the Club and to its Founder. We call the late Mrs. Kelly its
founder, because we feel sure that everyone associated with those
early days will agree that she first conceived the idea of a
woman's rock-climbing club, and that only through her tireless
enthusiasm and unflagging efforts did it come into being.
She, herself, has set it upon record that its history is briefly
this: " Once upon a time some women climbers ventured to do
the Milestone Buttress alone (not a man near), and one of them
said, ' Wouldn't it be jolly to have a Women's Club?' But the
idea went to sleep until Mr. G. Winthrop Young wrote (in June,
1920) : ' Why not press forward the formation of a Woman's
Club?'"
Those of us who knew her intimately are quite sure that the
genesis of the Club really went much further back than 1920,
when this letter was written, or, for that matter, some years
earlier when she was heard to exclaim, "Never mind, wait till
we have our club! "—meaning, of course, a club for women.
She was hardly out of her 'teens when she came under the
influence of woman's then newly awakened consciousness of her
inferior social status, a change partly brought about by such
writers as George Eliot, the Brontes, and Olive Schreiner. We
find her reading a paper at this time before a local Literary
Society on the first-named authoress and defending her kind
from the cheap male sneer that woman's only place is at home
looking after the baby. Although rock climbing did not come
within her ken, the idea, of the Club may be said to have ger
minated in those early days, when she made up her mind to
stand on her own feet without in any sense wishing to compete
with or outrival the male sex.
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This endeavour to lift herself out of the groove of the prevalent
narrow idea of woman's station in life meant very hard work,
for she had more than the average girl's share of domestic
duties, being tthe eldest of a large family, and in consequence
she developed a capacity for work, both mental and physical,
that is almost unbelievable unless one came into actual con
tact with it. For some years her working day as a business
woman was anything from fourteen to sixteen hours long—with
a week, more often than not, constituting seven days,—at the
end of which she would find relief for a. weary body and a mind
tired with a, mechanical O'ccupation in hard reading: for example
geology, of which she was fond in later years, as it explained
" her rocks."
It must not be thought that she conceived the idea of the
Club with any notion of sex antagonism or to form a rival
organisation to existing men's clubs. But she felt that in this,
as in all other things, woman must work out her own salvation,
and that there would be no real development for her in the art
of climbing rocks until she did. Kindness and help from men
climbers are not sufficient. Women have their own special difficul
ties, both physical and temperamental, to contend with on
climbs, and so from the first she characteristically determined
to master the technicalities for herself (at an age when most
people think of climbing in, retrospect) and patiently essayed
short rock climbs alone until she was able to take a place in the
best company.
From this it is easily seen that the early history of the
Pinnacle Club is the history of "Pat" herself. One could see
the woman in the organisation. Her personality permeated it
through and through, and whatever the future may hold for us
as a Club, the mark she placed on it will remain deeply imprinted
so long as the Club shall live.
And now to her own personality. What manner of woman
was she who became our first Honorary Secretary? We should
say that her chief characteristics were an indomitable will, an
almost inexhaustible vitality (which had remarkable powers
of recovery), organizing ability, and selflessness. The Club itself
is chief witness to the first three qualities. There1 was fierce
opposition to parry and overcome; secretarial work to be dont
in very scanty leisure hours, both before and after the inaugura
tio'ii of the Club; and a Constitution to' be prepared and pre
sented to1 some forty women interested and ready to join the
Club immediately oil its formation: actually the Foundation
Meeting took place at Pen-y-Gwryd oil March 26, 1921.
It is, however, on the quality of selflessness in Pat that we
would lay particular emphasis just now, for we believe it was
this spirit that was the dominating factor in her life and the
secret of her success in building up our Club. This selflessness
had many facets and expressed itself in many directions. Every-
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one and everything was in Pat's scheme of things, and her
attitude to all was one of equality. No person was uninter
esting, and she had the power to make people interested in her—
and in themselves, too, a thing quite outside egoism. On*
result of this is that to-day we have a number of women leading
difficult rock climbs on a, scale which would hardly have been
possible had she not come into their lives. It seems an anomaly
that such a strong-minded individual could sink her feelings to
the extent she did at times, and that so> active a mind and body
could gear itself down to the infinite patience demanded on
occasions.
Her charm, in fact, was indefinable; it inspired devotion and
invited confidence by some silent quality of apprehension which
included the most diverse personalities. Men and women alike
responded to her interest, giving her, in, large measure, part of
themselves. Yet Pat, while giving so much understanding to
others, was peculiarly reserved and rarely talked of herself or
discussed people. She seemed aloof—above malice or gossip.
Her frail-looking body earned within it a contagious vitalising
and illuminating force. Our Club is one expression of this, and
many of us are sensible of its strong effect on ourselves.
As a, climber Pat's individuality and independence were
accentuated. Few have ever moved more lightly or surely, with
better balance or more of that confidence which comes from the
perfect realisation of her own powers and the problem before
her. She was a. climber whom one watched not only with
admiration, but without the slightest sense of anxiety which
frequently accompanies the watching of others in exposed posi
tions. On! easy and difficult ground alike she was always in
complete command of the situation. It is an ironic commentary
on human care and skill that, as so often in the mountains, one
of the most prudent and expert of climbers should lose her life
while the irresponsiblie and reckless constantly escape. The
accident on, Tryfan, (April 17, 1922) was one of those startling
and cruel calamities which are the more dreadful because un
provoked. A loose stone, like those which every climbei* handles
on every expedition, justifiably confident that the risk is
negligible, moved and brought disaster. Her loss still over
shadows the history of the Club she founded.
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A Runaway Week-end-

[The following letter to an imaginary Editor of an imaginary
"Pinnacle Club Journal" was written by Mrs. Kelly in
September, 1921, to a member of the Club. It shows cleaily
that even so early she had thoughts of a Club Journal in
her mind.]
DEAR EDITOR,
Have, you ever had a runaway week-end, when you have
ignored everything but the call of the hills, and gone where the
spirit moved you? If you have, you will understand what last
week-end meant to me, who decided to run off to Lakeland.
Further, as a rock-climber, you will understand the joy of getting
to THE pinnacle, the greatest pinnacle, surely, in the world—the
Scafell Pinnacle. Not greatest in size, you will understand, but
greatest in that it gives the supremest rock climbs to be found
on any pinnacle. Then think what it meant to climb up from
Eskdale on a perfect morning, to reach that ribbon-like track
called " Lord's Rake'" (what a place it must be in snow, with its
tiny cols between rocky walls!), to meet other climbers in Deep
Ghyll. How impressive the Pinnacle looks from the West Wall
Traverse, and there as of old we saw the bogie man,, which I
really must describe toi yooi, if I can. It is formed of a lightgrey patch of rock for face, legs, and pointed fingers of a hand—
his right hand,-rand the hand is stretched out as if to do an
enormous traverse. He is under and to the left of Herford's
slab. He either wears a, black cape or a black rucksack, as you
wish (formed by shadow and incut rock) ; he comes out splen
didly in, a photograph, and I will send you one some day to see.
With a vivid imagination and in twilight, one might see him
take the long outward step with his right foot, then down he'll
crash, and the grey face and skeleton legs will rattle, and a groan
will startle one—in imagination! Doesn't it sound gruesome?
But on Sunday he looked so friendly I almost waved my hand
to him, and had he waved a hand to me I do not think I would
have been very surprised. A bit of lunch in Deep Ghyll, some
moderate climbing to get warm and to gain confidence, and then
a delight which only a, rock-climber can appreciate—to stand
on a mere inch or so of rock (O. G. Jones' route) and look down
an almost sheer 200 feet: the awesome exhilaration of a delicate,
airy, upward step to a toehold on which to balance before grasp
ing a firm bit of rock securely with both hands, and so raising
oneself on and up to the land of pure delight—out in the
sunshine to sit on top of Pisgah and have a view to satisfy all
hill lovers. Just across the way was the Pike, with its summit
cairn and new war memorial, Gable, Kirkfell, "Yewbarrow, the
Screes; the very names will call up the picture to one who knows.
One climber conjured up a picture of what it would look like
if Wastwater were o. sea loch!
© Pinnacle Club and Author All Rights Reserved
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All too soon (for me) someone said : " Tim© for another climb?"
I let the others go to their climb, and then got that best of
experiences — a walk over the hills alone. As 1 got near I
noticed what a bewitching place Eskdale is, with its humpy
tops, green and brown bracken, profusion of woods and water,
although there is no large lake. Then the conversation after
supper—the climbs we did through the medium of someone else's
mouth and our ears, the new ascents, the Skye ridges we strode
over, the Cairngorms we had topped. Strange to say no one
troubled about Swiss reminiscences; in fact, the only mention of
the Alps was to wonder why people need go abroad when they had
the Lakeland Hills! Where was there such a piece of rock as that
day's Pinnacle, anyhow? Why look on Lakeland climbing as
mere practice for the Alps ? Why make odious comparisons:
Lakeland was beautiful after its kind, the Alps after their kind;
Lakeland was satisfying to the week-ender's soul.
And then, early next morning, back from the runaway week
end, back to the city Never Beautiful, but with mind and body
healthier for the contact with rock and fell. Have you ever had
PAT.
a runaway week-end, Editor?

THE VALLEY WE LOVE.
By C. L. CORBETT.
I know a spot of soft bright green
Below the big brown fells;
A stream flows, tawny gorse between,
With sounds of tinkling bells.
A little church stands small and still
Under its shade of yew.
And dancing lamb and throstle's trill
The year's sweet life renew.
Above the long steep slope of grass
The three great ridges lower;
Beyond the winding western pass
Great rocky columns tower.
Mount up among the eastern, slopes
And locked as in a vice
Chimneys and ghylls and high rock face—
A climber's paradise.
O happy toil, O joyous days
Of laughter full and free!
Join, comrades of the mountain ways,
With mine your memory.
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SKYE,
By B. EDEN-SMITH.
JT seems a long time since 1921, but that year will always
stand out as a bright gem in my chain of memories. A
little band of hill-loving women had just formed for themselves
a, climbing club of their very own, and it was in the first flush cf
enthusiasm for this communal possession that three of their
number set out for the — to them — unknown mountain land of
Skye.
From the start it was felt to be something cf an adventure,
and even the usually tedious railway journey lent a tinge of
colour to this feeling, for a coal strike had rendered the railway
system semi-paralysed, and trains were few and elusive. The
last section, from Dingwall to Kyle of Lochalsh, was the most
tantalizingly exciting of the whole journey, for the little woodfuelled engine almost gave up in despair on some cf the gradients,
and it seemed a toss up whether we should ever reach Kyle at
all. Whether it was true or not that the occasional halts were
for gathering heather to stimulate the engine fuinace, I do not
really know. At any rate, we joyously believed it at the time.
Kyle and Brcadford came, and were left, in overdue time, and
we were relieved to know that petrol was to be responsible for
our transport on the last stretch to Sligachan. Hours late though
we were, the Island had kept a smile of welcome waiting for us,
and it was in gracious sunshine that we had our first view of
wonderful Sgurr nan Gillean. Skye's smiles are of the fleeting
variety, however, and we had to hold fast to the memory of view
and sunshine through the six successive days of gloom and rain
which followed that fair first evening.
Thirsting for immediate conquest, though a little grieved at
the weather's second thoughts, we turned next morning inevi
tably in the direction of the Pinnacle Ridge. Alas! it was a
case of "the higher, the fewer" — "fewer" in this instance re
lating to the number of yards we could see ahead. Mist turned to
drizzle, drizzle to rain, and rain to a torrent; while the wind
increased at a corresponding rate. Half way up the first Pinnacle
we found ourselves to be cf one mind regarding the conditions,
and a retreat to Sligachan was hastily organised. Disappointing,
of course, but we had a whole fortnight ahead of us, and man's
merciful ignorance of the future to keep us hopeful.
Carrying everything indispensable for a two weeks' stay at
Glen Brittle, we devoted the following day to crossing the Bealach
a' Mhaim, our packs being a sufficiently weighty deterrent from
any attempt to try the Pinnacle Ridge again eii route. Clouds
clung obstinately to the ridges most of the day, but were herded
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aside by a kindly west, wind just before we reached Glen Brittle,
and we were vouchsafed a temporary and lovely glimpse of the
hosts of the Coolin. Renewed in faith, we reached Mrs.
Chisholm's in good order, and settled in happily to enjoy the
blessings that are supposed to be the reward of all true pilgrims.
Blessing number one we had had with us from the very start of
the expedition in the presence, as leader of our little party, of
" Pat'' Kelly, the already beloved founder and mainspring of
our Club. Hers had been the initiative which inspired our pil
grimage, and hers were the knowledge, skill, and unflagging
enthusiasm which make the memory of that pilgrimage one of
unfadable gladness. Her carefully collected notes of the district
were brought out that first evening in Glen Brittle, and over
these, together with a standard tome of bulky proportions, we
pored till a late hour.
Next day we awoke to find a thick mist once more and not a
hill in sight; but what matter ? We knew in which direction Sron
na Ciche lay, and surely with the collective aid of map and
compass and luck we might manage to bump up against him if
we persevered long enough. So it proved, and we tackled the
first likely looking route we saw, believing it to be the Western
Gully, though we learnt ultimately that it was one slightly to
the left of the latter. After one long and rather difficult pitch
of seventy feet, our gully developed into a waterfall (I need
hardly say it was raining again), so we gave it up and reverted
to our original idea for the day—a search for the Cioeh. This
proved fruitless in the ever-thickening cloud and heavy rain,
but we made a, first acquaintance with the friendly Sgumain
Stone Shoot in our wanderings, and retired at length, draggled
but cheery.
Still wet clothes and still wetter persistent rain gave us a
slack next day; but its successor, though thick, was fair, and
after an ineffective attempt to find the N.W. Buttress of Sgu
main, we tried once more to locate the Cioch. This time we got
much nearer—into the Eastern Gully, in fact,—and our study
of the standard tome on the first evening had informed us that
the ordinary route of approach was via this Eastern Gully. But
though so near the foot of the great Cioch slab that we were
afterwards astonished at having missed it, we went wrong once
more. For, instead of just crossing the gully and climbing out
by the easy exit on the other side, we turned upwards and soon
found our way blocked by a big boulder-and-wa,terfall pitch.
This we tried to turn by a narrow staircase and very sloping
slab on the left wall, but the absence of any belay or reasonable
stance, combined with the slightest of greasy holds for the leader,
made the final few feet of descent into the gully unjustifiable,
and—failure number two on the Cioch.
One and a half days later—to be precise, at noon on June
26 ;—it suddenly stopped raining1, and the solid mass of cloud
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which had hung over us for so long showed promising signs of
disintegration. Plans for a day out were substituted at speed for
those* of the day off to which we had resigned ourselves, and,
accompanied by a mere and lonely man who> had been tem
porarily deserted by John Mackenzie, we started out for Sron
Dearg and the Window Tower Buttress, which we found with
refreshing ease. Led by Pat, the climb went delightfully, and
we had the satisfaction of making our first completed ascent
in Skye.
Meanwhile the clouds and air currents had been doing won
derful things with our surroundings, and from the summit of
Sgurr Dearg we had one of the finest views I had ever seen. I will
quote Pat's own subsequent description of it • ' All around us
was a silver sea, and out of it appeared jet-black and blue-black
islands, shapely cones, and jagged points, rocks draped in mist
looking like so many witches riding the ridges. I have never in
my life seen anything so> wonderful—islands and sea in the air ;
it was worth all the weather we had had."
Close beside us the Inaccessible Pinnacle looked rather an
awesome monster, its sides black and glistening with wet, and
its blunt outline still swathed in wisps of cloud. We felt that
its ascent by the easy eastern side would satisfy us under the
conditions, and the same route was retraced for descent. 10.30
p.m. saw us back in Glen Brittle, where we found an addition to
our party in the person of Miss Bell, an enthusiastic prospective
member of our Club.
From the; first ray of the brilliant sunshine which woke us on
the following morning, our weather troubles were at an end,
and glorious days came in unbroken succession till the end of our
stay. Of course the elusive Cioch came first on our programme,
and this time< there was no mistake. The easy traverse into
Eastern Gully and exit on to the terrace at the foot of the big
slab seemed absurdly simple in view of our earlier gropings.
Pat chose the crack on the right just under the Cioch for ascent,
and led it with all her delicate skill. We followed, finding diffi
culties where she had apparently found none, but in due time
everyone reached the crest of the Cioch and basked awhile in
utter content. In descending, the ordinary route by the Arete
and wider crack on the edge of Eastern Gully was followed,
during which we had a short interlude of inspection of the Gully
pitch which had turned us back on our earlier visit; we sighed
over the narrow margin of our defeat. The Ladies' Pinnacle, a
deceptively mild affair rising out from the Sgumain Stone Shoot,
was also added to the day's trophies.
The Mhic Choiiinich buttress was the object of our next day's
journey; it still remains an object—of execration! Rotten rock,
loose stones sent flying by the least movement of foot or rope,
entanglement of the latter whenever least desirable, and failure
to find anything sound to climb on, led to a disgusted abandon-
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merit of the place in, fa.vour of a, grind up Alasdair by the Great
Ston© Shoot. One experience of this line'of approach to Skye's
highest peak has satisfied me for all time.
The Eastern Buttress of Sron na Cliche gave us some real
climbing on our next day out. Moderately short pitches, safe
corneirs, good belays, slabs, chimneys, and faces, all these added
to the joy of route finding, made the party exceeding happy
and athirst for more. In spite of which we decided that the
following day must be given to a really good ridge walk while cur
precious weather lasted, and thus befell our biggest day.
We were jointed for the walk by two men members of a kindred
club, and the six of us set out, none too early, for Bruach na
Frithe, our chosen starting point. What a walk and what a
day! Bruach na Frithe, An Caisteal, Bidein Druim nan Rainh,
Sgurr a' Mhadaidh, Sgurr a' Ghreadaidh, Sgurr Banachdich!
Blistered by the sun and parched with thirst, we scrambled up
and down the peaks and their steep-sided dividing gaps till the
day, by clock time, was far past. On the South Peak of Ghrea
daidh, with a red sun shining fully on us at 10 p.m., the three
Pinnacle Club members drew aside and held a short committee
meeting on Club affairs. Dusk began to overtake us before we
reached Banachdich, for weariness had slowed the pace, and the
gap crossing were found less pleasant than in the earlier hours;
but a long scree shoot at length led us down into Corrie Banach
dich, and there we found blessed water and had the first real
drink for hours. A damp rock at one place on the ridge had
given us something" to cool our tongues against, and at another
we caught a, few drops of water as they dripped from a ledge.
Mrs. Chisholm's motherly preparations for our comfort and
refreshment were a welcome sight when we trailed in at 2 a.m.,
and she further decreed a morning's rest for us that day, an
order which no* one disputed.
Our prospective member left us in the afternoon, and next
day the three originals set about the round of Corrie Lagan.
This involved the traverse of Sgumain, Alasdair, Tearlach, Mhic
Choinnich, and Dearg, but. there was a general feeling of having
had enough after the really interesting climb up the steep wall
of Mhic Chcinnich from the Tearlach gap. So instead of com
pleting the round, we ambled down to Corrie Lagan, bathed in
the little loch, and dawdled easefully back. Then came our last
day in Glen Brittle. We had noticed a cairn below some slabs
on the Eastern Buttress of Sroii na Ciche; this last day should
be given to searching out the route whose start it marked. Bit
by bit our expert leader puzzled it out—we learnt later it was
the Direct Route and our previous climb, the Chimney Route,—
and then it was good-bye to Sron na, Ciche and down the Stone
Shoot for the last time.
Next day heavy packs were hoisted again reluctantly; we
parted sadly from Mrs. Chisholm and all her kindness, and
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struggled up the Bealach a' Mhaim oaice more under what seemed
to be the hottest sun of the whole week. At the summit of the
pass we held a short parley, the subject of which was " What
about a descent of the Pinnacle Ridge? " Now the top of the
pass is a long way below the summit of Sgurr nan Gillean, and
to carry packs up there on such a day was unthinkable. I looked
at the simmering slopes and looked at the packs, and made the
nobly unselfish offer to act as pack mule for all three loads down
to Sligachan while the other two attained their hearts' desire!
That it was the heart's desire of our leader goes without saying,
but in the other's case I am not so sure. Anyhow, she was a
younger sister and so fell tactfully into the arrangement, and
we went our separate ways. With heaps of time to dawdle, and
thinking joyously of the bath at Sligaohan and clean clothes in
the suitcase left there a fortnight before, I quite enjoyed the
descent of the pass. But the pleasant prospect of clean raiment
was rudely dispelled on arrival by the discovery that the suitcase
was looked and the key in my sister's pocket far away on Sgiirr
nan Gillean. She had got her own back! Several hours later
than expected, and considerably after the time for which a car
had been ordered to take us to Kyle Akin, the two came in. Yes,
the ridge had been glorious, they had found it easy and done it
unroped, but a sun headache had smitten the leader with blind
ing force, and the walk back had been necessarily slow. Rest
and food and a cool drive down to Kyle Akin in the late evening
helped to restore her—our 'gallant, fragile little friend. She
spent half the night at her window, I believe, watching the
mirror-calm beauty of the Loch.
The Skye holiday was over. I fear I have told of it prosaically
enough, but I know that to none of us was it a prosaic experience.
It was a first venture in seeing things for ourselves, and though
we fell short of doing all we had hoped—and many failures came
our way,—two of us will, at least, never forget the joys and
good comradeship of that time, and the leader from whom we
learnt so much.
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GLENBRITTLE.
By I. M. E. BELL.
say the climbers' paradise was set in Switzerland,
And the English tourists gather there, as countless as
the sand;
But I will wander northward, and I'll let the lave go by,
Till I come to lone Glenbrittle on the misty Isle of Skye.
For 'tis there the blue Atlantic laps about the mountains'
feet
And the salt sea breezes mingle with the clover blossoms
sweet;
While around the Corrie Lagan rise the: Coolin, wild and
high,
Looming dark above Glenbrittle on the misty Isle of Skye.
You can climb among the Coolin from the sunrise until noon,
And on again till midnight through the long, bright days
of June,
Then come home where welcome waits you, in the cosy cot
down by,
From the kind hearts of Glenbrittle on the misty Isle of
Skye.
Oh, the spirit of the Coolin, her tryst with you she keeps
In the heart of Coriie Lagan, where the jade-green Lochan
sleeps,
And you lose all sense of weariness as in its depths you lie,
For there's magic in the Lochans on the misty Isle of Skye.
There are days when the Black Coolin are afloat in silver
mist
And a fairy wand has turned them into, isles of amethyst:
You can perch on top of Dearg1 and watch the clouds roll by
As they fill each lonely corrie 011 the misty Isle of Skye.
Oh, the days slip by unheeded, in a happy, timeless calm,
And my heart is big with sorrow, as I tramp across the
Mhaim*
To the road that runs to Broadford, where the busy
steamers ply—
But I'll ne'er forget Glenbrittle on the misty Isle of Skye.
1 Pronouncc "Jerrack." 2 Pronounce "Ma'am."
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RAIN AND STORM IN NORWAY.
By E.LEANOR WlNTHROP YOUNG.

JN one of the Alpine Club Journals there is an entry of a
mountain expedition in Norway made by my father in 1921,
against which appears this comment: " Much wet weather."
This aptly describes our five weeks' experience in Norway,
though that summer may be remembered as one of the finest and
driest in England for many years.
Sad it is that I have here no tale of adventure or mountain
feats to relate1, merely a record of first impressions, perhaps a
preparatory reconnaissance for future expeditions in better days.
Our activities were strictly limited as my father was seventy,
and of our friends we could only count on Schjelderup, an old
friend of much fame in the Norwegian, mountains, who* had
arranged to play with us for a week or more.
With high hopes we left Newcastle (wrapped in a haze of heat)
oil a July afternoon bound for Norway, the country above all
others I had always longed to visit. We crossed in dignified
fashion. I occupied a, large State cabin, and had time to reflect
on my visions of Norsk peaks, glaciers, and fjords between bouts
of sea-sickness. My father, always young and vigorous at heart,
flitted in and out to: exchange cordialities; but before evening
of the second day I noticed that he had perceptibly paled, and
I sternly ordered him to lie down and not to disturb me again
till his favourite shores were in sight. Later that evening it
was a delight to feel ourselves in the still waters of the fjords,
and the last few hours were spent dodging between the gay little
islands, lighthouse topped, under scowling crags dotted every
where with the lights of fishing huts. A crescent moon slit into
an electric blue sky was also—
" Shining sulkily
Because she thought the sun
Had no business to be there
After the day was done."
I suspect Alice's rendering was sub-consciously Scandinavian.
At one after midnight Bergen smiled upon us and the entire
city who were not on the quays were burning midnight 'lamps
indoors. We were waited on at nine' next morning in our hotel
by Herr Kristian Bing, the leading Bergen mountaineer, one
of their most noted Advokats and a worshipper of " Sleengsby."
He brought with him a young man with fluent English and good
manners who proved to be a reporter on the Bergen Tidende,
and, as a. result of ten minutes' artless talk on rain in. summer,
Norwegian and English steamships, and the fame of his own
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city, there appeared on the whole front page of the evening's
edition flaming descriptions of " Slingsby, the Veteran Moun
taineer, his return after nine years, his young daughter, and the
Pinnacle Club which she had the honour to represent."
Our first day was spent on one of Bergen's Seven Hills, over
looking the fjords, recalling days in the Norsk mountains fifty
years ago, refreshed by bananas, cherries, and hansa (Bergen
brewed beer) which Bing produced out of his pockets. In the
evening we were feted in the best Bergen style by Bing, his wife,
and his old mother in their " appartement" and regaled on
smoked salmon, large wooden bowls of curds and whey (eaten
after their own fashion four at one bowl), giant strawberries and
cherries, and drinks in profusion in this country of prohibition.
Our Club again received its toasts, and our best efforts were
required to respond, especially as only our host spoke English,
his wife having none at all, and his old mother only six words
which she had picked up in Falmouth nearly seventy years ago!
My father and I left the following day for Finse, the head of
the new Bergen-Kristiana railway, a dreary place as a moun
tain centre, but we had arranged to meet the Schjelderups there.
The next few days were noted for rain, hail, and sleet.
On Sunday, July 24th, in company with Schjelderup and his
wife, we left Finse still in rain. We had an amusing journey,
partly in two* " stolk-jaerre " drawn by cream coloured ponies, in
which we dashed at full speed down precipitous hills with hairpin
bends, then in an aged steamer, where we tried painfully to sleep
in the saloon, bumped and jostled continuously Then again
into "stolk-jaerre" and finally we were at Skjolden, the chief
entrance from the Sognefjoi'd to Jotunheim. We stayed a night
at Fortuii, hospitably entertained by two old climbers who had
turned guides, and now become innkeepers. The following
morning my father and I started on the three-hours tramp up
to Turtagro, the Norwegian Riffelalp. Schjelderup, who evi
dently thought worse of the weather than we did, remained with
his wife in the Fortuii valley. Ola Berge, at Turtagro, was
almost hysterically pleased to see us, and knowing that it was
Skagastolstind that we had come for promised to accompany us
as far as the Hiitte to see if the climb would be feasible next
day. The weather continued tempestuous, but we three went
up as far as the Hiitte, and though we saw nothing of the moun
tain that day I swore I would fetch Schjelderup from Fortun
to attempt my father's route of '76. I therefore took the path
once more and reached Fortun that evening, to find Schjelderup
willing to come to Turtagro, but no farther! We were up in
double quick time next day, in worse storms, and were forced
to spend the hours not uncomfortably over the stove, being enter
tained with my father's reminiscences, Ola's humorous stories,
and much champagne. As we left in the evening we caught
one momentary glimpse of Store Skagastolstind, and at the sight
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of this finest of all Norwegian peaks I wondered no more at the
glory that had fallen to its solitary first climber.
The Schjelderups' time was limited and so> we were forced to
give up Skag, and proceeded again by motor and steamer to
Loen on the Nordfjord, where even in storms we could hope to
see something of the mighty Justedalsbrae—that icefield of 400
square miles. At Loen it rained, but we visited the Kjendalsbrae and the Brikdalsbrae, two of the glaciers which my father
had descended in the dim ages.
Schjelderup and I there decided that on. the first fine day we
would, climb Skaala, a typical Norwegian snow peak. My diary
records : " We set off for Skaala, one of the highest of the Nor
wegian peaks, though under 7,000 feet. We had an easy ascent
and pleasant going. From Loen we zig-zagged up wooded paths,
later along stcny tracks, with fearsome streams to cross and huge
waterfalls. Skaala has a fine summit with a mighty cornice and
an odd little stone tower. We rested at the top looking down
to Stryn lake and arguing as to whether we would not take in
the Tinderfjelde also. Time, however, did not allow of that,
and we descended by another more sporting way, crossed a fine
glacier, and found a direct and speedy route down to Grengsdaleii via innumerable slabs—a way which undoubtedly had
only been used before by sheep and goats. At the bottom we
foomd our path of the morning flooded, and for the last hour
we waded through two feet of water.
Romsdel was given up by common consent as the rain con
tinued hopelessly, and we resolved to spend the last few days in
the Dovrefjeld country. After spending a night at Grotli, a
posting station on the road into Eastern Norway, we finally
reached Hjerkmir in the Dovrefjeld, the most northerly point
we reached during this trip.
We went to bed hoping for a good morning to follow, as we
were determined, if at all possible, to attack the Western ridge
of Snaehaetten, both my father and Ferdinand thinking it pro
mised good sport. The morning broke clear and we made ready
to start on the six hours' tramp up to Reinheim, the highest
mountain hut in Norway. We had several hours' walk over
moorland paths and tracks, mounting steadily all the time, and
gradually Snaehaetten showed herself—a magnificent, jagged
group of peaks with an most enormous V-shaped gap on her
Northern end. Half way up we came upon a herdsman who
gave us milk in return for cigarettes and biscuits. He seemed
amused with our appearance and ice axes. We chatted with him
for some time, and he told us a tale of a Lapp who had been there
last year with many thousand reindeer, and who had afterwards
sold them to the State for some huge sum, out of which he had
bought himself a magnificent estate; but our herdsman preferred
to live in a small way and give rein to his philosophy of life. We
continued with a North wind full in our faces, and the last two
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hours were steep and fairly exposed, with sleet failing heavily.
Reinheim (home of the reindeer) stood at the foot of the S.E.
ridge and was a good-sized and even luxurious hut. Below was
a small lake somewhat like the Marjelen See, in which floated
miniature icebergs.
We were early to bed, but not to sleep, for the North winds
blew and shook us, the snow fell fast, and we felt something
must be done to fortify our spirits and defy the elements, or
Trolls, as my father wo>uld insist on calling them. So my father
told of happier days when there was sun and warmth upcii the
earth and when the South winds blew softly; Ferdinand recalled
adventures among the mountains, and I sang songs in five
languages (so they said).
After two nights thus spent we gave it up as hopeless and
sadly descended the way we had come. Our herdsman was almost
demonstrative, so sure had he been that both we and the hut
had been blown away. And so good-bye to Dovrefjeld and the
mountains, and at noon next day we left the highlands for
Dombaas and the Kristiana train.
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Two IN THE GRAIANS.
By A. HIRST.
JT has been stated that pleasures pass through three phases—
anticipation, realisation, and reflection. This is particularly
true of holidays, especially mountaineering ones, and probably
the first stage is the most important, as perfect enjoyment in
the later phases depends to a great extent on the thoroughness
of the preparations, so necessary when contemplating moun
taineering in the Alps. Our endeavour to do justice to the pre
paratory stage of our visit to the Graians gave rise to no little
trouble and forethought. We carefully read all the literature
dealing with the Graians which we could collect, but this was
very little compared with the voluminous writings on other parts
of the Alp®. We studied maps and made plans, and re-made
them again and again.
As we were spending a week in Champex before proceeding
to the Graians, our obvious route was across the Great St.
Bernard to Aosta. Originally the party was to consist of myself
and what the Vice-president has described as a, " male attach
ment, '' but having assimilated from the writings of many famous
mountaineers that on a glacier, " whatever number is right, two
is wrong," we arranged with another member of the Pinnacle
Club to join us at the Hotel Couronne at Aosta. During our
sojourn at Champex we tried to* solicit information as to ways
and means of crossing the Great St. Bernard. To reach the
Hospice on the top of the pass was an easy matter—post the
luggage to the Hospice and walk up the pass. We scorned the
indolent alternative of riding up in the Swiss diligence, a kind of
one-horse shay which left Orsieres at 3 p.m., readied Bourg St.
Pierre at 7 p.m., but did not proceed to the Hospice until the
following morning, when it arrived about 10 a.m. Unfortunately
we could find out nothing as to conveyances down the Italian
side.
On the appointed day we started out from Champex in a
perfect deluge, shouldering very heavy rucksacks, which became
heavier and heavier as we proceeded on foot towards the Great
St. Bernard. At Bourg St. Pierre we decided to deposit our
rucksacks in the post, and then continued our way up the pass,
feeling much relieved to have got rid of our weighty load. We
arrived at the Hospice in a heavy snowstorm, and duly
appreciated the comforting meal and night's shelter which we
obtained there. Next morning we resumed our inquiries as to
the best way of getting down to Aosta-, but our efforts were not
very successful. The monk in charge of the Post Office informed
us that a motor-bus had been up to the Hospice from Aosta two
days earlier, but he could not tell us when it would arrive again—
" perhaps to-day, perhaps to-morrow, perhaps in a week's time."
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We could hire one of the youths hanging round the monastery
to act as a porter and carry our rucksacks, if we decided to walk
down to Aosta. We tried to come to some decision whilst waiting
for our rucksacks to arrive from Bourg St. Pierre, which they
did at the appointed hour.
Almost immediately we had claimed them news came that the
motor-diligence from Aosta had stuck in a, drift near the Douane,
about a mile down the Italian side, and was returning to Aosta
at once. We seized our rucksacks and rushed down towards the
Douane, but when we were within a very short distance of it
we saw the motor-bus start on its downward path, heedless of
our frenzied efforts to attract the attention of the driver. An
Italian gentleman in a private car realised our difficulty and
kindly offered to take us down to Aosta.. We gratefully accepted
his offer and enjoyed a. most delightful run to Aosta—travelling
" de luxe " had been beyond our expectations.
At our rendezvous, the Hotel Couionne, we received a tele
gram from the third member of our party announcing that she
was unable to join us. The concierge was most kind in giving
us all the information we required as to means of conveyance
to various parts of the Graians. A motor-bus ran daily to and
from Cogne, and as one was leaving at two o'clock that after
noon, we almost made up our minds to go to Cogne and com
mence our wanderings from there, in order to escape from the
insufferable heat and bustle of Aosta. On second thoughts we
decided to stick to our original plan and make for the Val
Savaranche and the Victor Emmanuel Hut. To do this we had
to travel by the diligence to Villeneuve, leaving at five o'clock
in the morning. At Villeneuve we engaged a "char" to con
vey our baggage up the Val Savaranche to Pont, which we had
decided to make our headquarters.
The walk to Pont we
thoroughly enjoyed. The glorious scenery, with magnificent
views of Mont Blanc; the picnics and bathes en route; the
belated lunch at Degioz and the sleep we required after it, stand
out in our hours of reflection as incidents in one of the most
glorious days of the holiday. The hotel at Pont is no great dis
tance from the Victor Emmanuel Hut, but the hotel at Degioz
and the Hotel du Col de Lauson at Eau Rousse are more comfort
able and are better starting points for the passesi over to Cogne
or for the Grivola and Gran Nomenon.
Eventually we arrived at the Hut and found it swarming with
very noisy Italians. They had climbed the Grand Paradis that
day, and their effervescence made the air hideous until a late
hour. Ldater We discovered that the Grand Patradis is the
fashionable promenade of the Graians. Parties come to the Hut
for the night, climb the Grand Paradis next day, and make
their way back to the valley again in the cool of the evening.
It was the only mountain: on which we saw anyone during our
month's stay in the Graians. The Victor Emmanuel Hut lies
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under a spur of the Grand Paradis at the edge of the Moncorve
Glacier, with a fine view of the Ciaforon, Becca di Monciair,
and other peaks on, the opposite side of the glacier. It is cared
for by two delightful guardiennes, always ready to do what they
can, for your comfort, and who seem able to produce excellent meals
at very short notice. Mules laden with stores make daily visits
from, the valley during the season. The height of the hut and
the numerous peaks within easy distance of it make a very early
start unnecessary. We climbed the Grand Paradis, Pointe de
Ceresole, and Tresenta 011 three consecutive days.
The Grand Paradis is the highest point in this group, and takes
four or five hours from the Hut. After leaving the Hut we
climbed the rocky spur behind it by following the King's hunting
path. As this had not been used or repaired of late, before
long we found 110 vestige of the path and had to make our own
way to the top of the spur. Following the ridge we quickly came
to the foot of steep snow slopes, which led to a snowy ridge,
along which we made our way until we reached the foot of
another snowy slope which eventually took us to the summit.
Just before the summit there is in some seasons a troublesome
bergschrund, but we had no difficulty at that point. The whole
route is interesting, but not difficult. The Pointe de Ceresole
is an entirely different climb: a charming rock peak from which
one gets wonderful views of Cogne and its environment. The
Tresenta is an easy peak climbed by its snowy ridge from the
Col du Grand Paradis, and the short descent to the Col de
Mo<ncorve has no difficulties, though the bergschrund at the
foot of the Col de Moncorve caoi be most awkward.
After three splendid days the weather became unsettled, so
wie left the Hut and started on tour. We returned to Pont,
made various changes in our baggage, and proceeded to Ceresole by the Col de Nivolet, a muletrack eminently suitable for
doubtful weather, and requiring no mountaineering skill except
ability to read a map. We were so charmed by Ceresole that we
stayed there for three nights, and then, making an early start,
we made our way back to Victor Emmanuel Hut by way of the
Col de Sia, Alpe La, Bruna, and the Col du Grand Paradis. We
had intended to climb some of the peaks in the Loveiina group
from Ceresole, but were unable to find out whether or not the
huts were open. Our only informant, a local guide, was evi
dently quite unreliable, as he told us we should be able to find
accommodation at some chalets at Alpe La Bruna. Imagine our
chagrin when we arrived there at eight o'clock in the evening,
discovered the chalets absolutely deserted, and had to pass a
cold and uncomfortable night on a heap of damp and prickly
hay in a broken-down cowshed.
After our return to the Victor Emmanuel Hut we did the
Ciaforon, by two routes, and the Becca, de Monciair. \\£e first
did the Ciaforon from the Col de Moncorve, an interesting snow
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route, and afterwards we climbed it from the Moncorve glacier
by the rock ridge. The Becca de Monciair was the most enter
taining climb we did. The route from the Monciair glacier to
the top of the Col de Ciaforon was up an exceedingly intricate
piece of glacier, and the snowy ridge of the Monciair with its
gendarme was very exhilarating. We would gladly have pro
longed our stay at the Hut, but were anxious to visit Cogne and
its surroundings, so we wended our way to Degioz, spending a
day in the ascent of the Punta Bioula, the finest viewpoint in the
Val Savaranche. We then crossed to Cogne by the Col de
Miesoncles, ascending the Grand Nomenoii en route. The Grand
Nomenon is entirely a rock peak, the only difficulty being in
manoeuvring the gendarmes. We found the descent to Vieyes
from the Col de Mesonoles very long, and were glad to accept
a lift on a motor lorry from Vieyes to Cogne.
From Cogne we had hoped to climb the Grivola and Herbetet.
We spent one of our first days in the ascent of the Pointe de
Pousset, from which we " spied out the land." The Grivola can
now be attacked from a new hut—the Vittorio Sella on the Col
de Lauson. It was originally a king's hunting lodge, and was in
a state of conversion at the time of our visit, so that we
had to make ourselves as comfortable as possible among the
sawdust, shavings, and mortar. The Grivola is a most attractive
peak and an excellent viewpoint, and provides interesting rock
climbing and scrambling. A break in the weather compelled us
to abandon our attempt on the Herbetet', and at the end of a
week we left Cogne by the early morning diligence for Aosta
and proceeded by the afternoon motor-bus to the Great St.
Bernard Hospice. Here we posted our rucksacks to Martigny
and walked down to Bourg St. Pierre. where we spent the night.
Next day we walked up to Champex to reclaim our luggage,
which we had left at the Hotel du Lac. So ended a delightful
mountaineering holiday—or rather another phase thereof, for
we still revel in the pleasures of reflection.
Those members who desire to sample the joys of guideless
climbing could not do better than visit this district, which pro
vides a charming variety of rock, ice, and snow work of moderate
difficulty in a setting of unsurpassed beauty, innocent of the
crowded huts and too well-marked tracks that mar one's pleasure
in the more popular centres.
May I add one word re the vagaries of the post in the Val
Savaranche? Having religiously spent an off day in selecting
postcards and addressing the same to our friends, we duly handed
in at the village post office. On our next visit, some days later,
we found the cards still there, and on making inquiries as to the
reason, why, we were told that the postman was busy with his hay
and had no time to attend to the mail. As none of the postcards
have yet arrived—some two years after posting—we can only
conclude that the postman is still busy.
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ON SNOWDON SUMMIT IN A GALE.
By D. Ei. THOMPSON.
gOMEONE suggested that to live up on the top of Snowdon in
Winter should be an interesting experience, even if the
Summit did not turn out to be, as hoped, a good climbing centre.
The Summit Buildings were hired for the experiment, while the
organiser ransacked London for food and aluminium ware. The
afternoon after Boxing Day saw us, assisted by some kindhearted individuals, staggering beneath saucepans and sleeping
kit, pockets bulging with Primuses, etc., en route for the top.
On this occasion we had some difficulty in piloting one member
of our party past the subtle attractions of Glaslyn. Miners'
cottages, it seems, have a fatal fascination for him, and when
their roofs are more than ordinarily well ventilated, and the
floors own as many holes as are to be found in a Gruyere cheese,
this fascination becomes almost too great to be resisted. He
pointed out Glaslyn's superior charms affectionately, but the
rest of the party cried " Excelsior! " with one voice.
Inside the Refreshment Hut on the summit, which struck us
as being rather chilly, there was barely time to light the cooker
and enjoy a hot cup of tea (it is, of course, not unknown, for some
people to prefer rum), to dispose our amorphous packages in the
most artistic manner round the walls and survey with some mis
giving the ioe upon the floor, before the sun showed signs of
giving out, and we hurried down to the Hotel.
The next morning was, unfortunately, wet and blustering,
but in the afternoon, after the arrival of a belated member of
our party from Llanberis, we once more started, hung round
with housekeeping paraphernalia as before, and determined to
spend the night on top, whatever the conditions. During the
ascent the confessions of thei organiser as to things bought in
an exuberant spirit suggested a variation on a well-known
theme: —
The shades of night were falling fast,
As through the Glaslyn hamlet passed
A troop who bore, 'mid ropes and packs,
Pink jellies! with the sheen of wax
Pink jellies! with the sheen of wax,
Ex Selfridge' store.
We agreed that it was a pity she had forgotten the ices, but
hoped that this omission would prove less serious than it seemed,
as there was still some possibility of our being able to make them.
The organiser and the optimist had laid some stress on two
previous journeys of theirs along the railway line from Llan
beris, when (according to them) they had wrenched every muscle
and strained each sinew in taking up all the really weighty
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stuff. It was not until the rest of us discovered that a man with
a pony had accompanied them on one, at least, of these journeys,
and that all the jam and the bacon and a, luscious cake, together
with a 61b. ham, had been left behind at Halfway House, whence
we had subsequently to fetch them (without pony), that we felt
we had perhaps slightly overdone our enthusiasm.
On arrival at the hut we slid gracefully from door to window,
as the ice mentioned before as being on the floor had grown con
siderably during the night. In the large room (used in Summer
as a room where lemonade and refreshments are served to thirsty
folk, but now quite a passable skating link) the stove proved
unaccommodating to strangers, and everybody's energies were
directed towards the range in the very much smaller kitchen.
After several failures the optimist found tne essential portion of
chimney tucked away in a corner, and in a little while we were
contentedly consuming hot soup and biscuits in the cheerful
illumination, of half a dozen candles, while the merry glow and
warmth shed by the fire were extraordinarily pleasant.
One effect of lighting the fire was not altogether happy. Small
streams of water started running down all the walls of the hut,
and the unfortunate person who imagined the wall would be a
comfortable place to lean back against was soon disillusioned.
At night, sleeping on a, high table away from the wall, a too
violent revulsion found one balancing perilously on the edge of
a sheer precipice, a,nd sleep was an achievement of which to be
justifiably proud.
It was not until the middle of the night that the gale began.
It got on top of the roof and hurled rooks about. (This is not
an exaggeration; it really sounded as if there were a giant on
high pelting the place with stones.) The thunder of an express
train in a tunnel could be heard plainly just beneath the floor.
One gust played about inside the building. Something clanged
and moaned in a high falsetto from the opposite building (after
wards tracked to its lair as a piece of corrugated iron parted
from its kin); while the whole time there were howlings and
shriekings, with occasional thuds against our outer defences as
of an enormous battering ram. A thoroughly exciting night!
The next morning the enthusiast, slowly awakening to the
racket, inquired whether the wind had been blowing much
during the night, as he had heard nothing. One could only look
at him with dumb admiration.
Some snow had fallen, and had drifted in underneath the
outer door—to be hailed with joy. It was splendid to have a
water supply so handy. However, facing the fiends outside was
still the coalbeaver's lot, and anyone sufficiently inadvised as to
describe the hut as chilly was given the coal bucket and the
opportunity of learning something of the first principles of rela
tivity at the same time; it certainly did change one's point of
vi»w.
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The Summit Railway Station was our ooal cellar, and the
journey there and back, as long as the gale lasted, seemed to
me very exciting. One felt much as an atom of thistledown must
feel when, careering along before the wind, wondering where in
the world it is going to stop. Having succsssfully hit the door,
you clung breathlessly to the handle as to your last hope, the
gale joining in the game with spirit, until somebody inside heard
you and unlocked the door. It was while the rest of the party
were aibsent on one of these coaling adventures that the crown
ing excitement of the day befell.
So soon does one become accustomed to pandemonium that
inside the hut it was scarcely noticeable that a gale was blowing,
when a gust of wind arrived which completely swamped any
previous effort. A strip of wood that once formed part of the
window detached itself from its moorings and landed in the
middle of the room—somewhat to the surprise of the occupant.
After this, the wall, finding the support of its old age gone, began
to quiver ominously as each fresh gust hurried up to the attack—
an agitation rather interesting to watch. But as the minutes
passed and no coaling party returned, things began to look
serious. One did not like to think of the consequences of anyone
being within hailing distance of the edge in a gust of that species,
and, on pulling open the outer dooi1, it was rather disconcerting
to see nothing but a blank landscape.
It was no small relief some twenty minutes later to so© the
party returning: hair flying, clothes streaming like banners,
coal bounding out of the bucket; and to hear, after they had
achieved a ricochet off the cairn through the open doorway, that
their long absence was merely due to a spirited, but unsuccessful,
attempt to provide the china cupboard inside the opposite
building with a key.
The wall became the centre of attraction, at once, and the
question was debated whether we should shift our quarters and
move into the Summit Hotel itself. Many urgent reasons were
brought against moving. Having with some little trouble just
contrived to get the stove in the large hall alight, we were not
extremely anxious to leave it, and doubts were rife as to how
easy it would prove to deal with the temperaments of the fires
opposite. It was also suggested that transferring all our kit,
food, and fuel from one building to the other would be a great
deal of work, especially as within an hour darkness would
descend.
On the other hand one had only to look at the tremulous
wall. ... A majority was in favour of a move, and we set about
changing houses, while the gale, now on its mettle, continued
to blow fortissimo.
The narrow passages between the cairn, and each of the Summit
buildings formed funnels down which the wind raced at many
miles an hour. To* elude the strong probability of being whisked
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down either of these funnels into eternity, the furniture remover
had the hut door held open for him, so that he could rush out
with his gear into the gale—to be driven back against the cairn,
whence, cannonading off again into the wind he found himself
abruptly planted against the door of the hotel opposite. The
remainder of the afternoon went speedily, and great was our
pride when all our belongings, including live coals, a bucketful
of snow, and a saucepanful of Bovril were safely conveyed across.
The stove in the large room of the hotel looked excessively
unpromising. No efforts would induce the thing to behave
reasonably, and it was soon abandoned in favour of a range
ornamenting the centre of a room about the size of a moderately
large linen cupboard. Coaxed into its proper place inside the
chimney, the range left just sufficient room for our chairs, a
table, and a bench; but it would only submit to blandishment if
the oven were allowed to jut out into the room at an angle of
60 degrees, with the result that only one person at a time could
really know if the fire was alight. After the fashion decreed
at a certain tea-party, we all moved on one place at equal
intervals, so as to avoid the possibility of any person getting
frozen (which would have been a pity), or the real tragedy of
their being wastefully roasted.
It was a good fire and burned cheerfully, but unfortunately
for us it smoked rather cheerfully, too. We opened doors, we
hung ground sheets across the chimney—but at one time it was
quite impossible to see the opposite wall of the cupboard through
the general haze. On the whole, it is perhaps rather astonishing
that no sad case of asphyxiation on Snowdon's summit was
reported in the newspapers.
The Mad Hatter's solution of the washing-up problem would
have been a sound one; but our conundrum was still more com
plicated and could be stated in two parts: (1) How, first, to find
the things to wash up; and (2) How not to wash up, when
found. The absence of any sort of crockery created a good deal
of difficulty, and called for much ingenuity on the part of the
cook. In vain did we patiemtly insinuate every likely and
unlikely looking key into the lock of the china cupboard : nothing
happened. But at night—and in the daytime, when everyone's
attention was otherwise distracted—the most bloodcurdling
shrieks came from within that cupboard, which, together with
the wild excitement going on without, helped one to understand
Welsh tales of Snowdon being haunted.
The next day was cold and misty. One looked out with
interest to see if the hut were still standing, but it seemed quite
secure, and the gale having (relatively speaking) ceased to blow,
we set out for Halfway House and the ham. It gave one some
thing of an aggrived feeling to find, on descending from
our summit, a tactless sun shining below; but this quickly
vanished in the wonder of the view, as sunlight chased shadow
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on the hills across the Llanberis valley, and Anglesey was like
a very green emerald. Later in. the day, when roasting in the
coveted spot by the fire, tastingt the delights of pemmican hoosh,
o>ne felt—perhaps from the glow of achievement of having res
cued the ham—that one would much rather be where one was
than enjoying the comforts of many more completely furnished
mansions. It was with great regret, tempered only with a certain
thrill at the near prospect of endless supplies of hot water, that
one returned to civilisation next day.

REVIEW.

Recent Developments on Gritstone
By Members of the RUCKSACK CLUB, YORKSHIRE
::

RAMBLERS' CLUB and GRITSTONE CLUB.

Preface by J. LAYCOCK.

::

PRICE 4J6.

As its name tells us, this small book is not a. complete guide
to the gritstone climbs, but only to the newest routes— those' not
included in Mr. Laycock's guide. Eleven districts are dealt with,
and the authors are: C. D. Frankland, C. T. Wood, A. S. Pigott,
Morley Wood, F. Graham, G. S. Bower, and Rice K. Evans.
There are a few climbs classed as " moderate," but the majority
are of the " very difficult" or " severe " type, and would appear
to need insurance policies. It is wonderful how so many new
routes can be made on these rocks; on Stallage alone there is a
list of nearly fifty, ably described by the well-known explorer
of this district. The illustrations are numerous and superb; we
have seldom seen better photographs of actual climbing. Grit
stone has a peculiar fascination of its own, calling forth both
extreme delicacy of balance and great strength of arm; to those
who have succumbed to its charm we would strongly recommend
this little book.
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THREE PINNACLERS IN THE ALPS.
By L. E. BRAY.
had firmly resolved in our minds before we started that
we would do some guideless climbing, but we barely men
tioned it to one another, and we never even breathed it to
anyone else, as it is not usual for ladies to go guideless in the
Alps.
There were three of us. In age I was vastly the superior; as
regards experience Miss P. and Miss W. were both well-known
English rock climbers. I had done very little in England at that
time, but considered myself just as good as they were. As regards
Alpine experience I was far ahead of them (and I always took
care to let them know it), for I had been out for many years,
whereas Miss P. had only been out once before, and Miss W.
not at all.
Wei settled on Saas Fee, as I knew there were some fairly easy
rock climbs, some of which I had done my first season; I forget
how long ago, at least fifteen years, and I was sure they were
within our capacity.
After a day and a, night's journey we arrived at the station
of Stalden, from whence we had a walk of several hours. The
journey was without incident except that of heat. I took the
lead, of course, as I was such a.n experienced traveller and could
talk German so much better than they could. At the station I
did not find my superiority such an advantage, as I found I was
expected to make all arrangements about the luggage. I had
arranged in my own mind to post it and receive it the same
night, but unfortunately it was Sunday, the only post had gone,
and we found we could not hope to receive our luggage till the
following evening. We were offered about six mules to take it
up at a vast expense, but that I refused and decided we must
carry enough for the first night, and gave orders to my com
panions to that effect. It meant strewing the whole platform
with clothes till wei had picked out what we wanted, which
seemed to entertain the station officials, and the six mules con
tinued to be pressed upon us. I then ordered that everything
should be packed in one rucksack, which we could carry in turns.
I was not so sure afterwards when it was my turn to carry the
sack that it was a good arrangement, as the sack was terrifically
heavy and the day terrifically hot, but I meant it for the best.
Anyhow, we arrived safely in time for dinner, and our luggage
arrived the following evening. It is just as well that it did not
arrive the same night, because we might have thought it our
duty to climb the first day; as it was we had one blissful day of
rest before our labours began,
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There were three climbs we had in our minds which we hoped
to do in the week we were staying in Saas, and the first one was
to be an easy ridge, the Egginergrat. We fully discussed the
climb the previous day in all its aspects, there being many points
to decide. Among others we had to settle who should lead it—
that is to say, I had to choose who should be the leader, and I
naturally chose myself. It so happened that the Egginergrat was
much the easiest of the climbs, but it must not be supposed for a
moment that that was the reason I chose it. Far from it. The
idea* in my mind was that at any moment the weather might
change or something might happen to prevent us doing the other
climbs, so I had better make sure of being the leader for the first
one. Of course I did not put it like that to the others; in fact,
I was rather humble and said : " You two have had more experi
ence in leading than I have, so you may have the most difficult
ones and I will take this because it is easy."
We had an early breakfast, at which I criticised my com
panions' clothes. Miss W. had on very beautiful dark-blue
corduroys. They looked much nicer than mine, so I was naturally
annoyed and told her they would not stand her style of climbing
for long. Miss P. actually wore upon her head a mauve cotton
sunbonnet! Now, no one has ever climbed a mountain in a sunbonnet—it simply is not done, and I told her so most severely;
but she omly laughed at me and even my best language did not
prevail upon her to change her headgear. I think, however, my
words must have carried some weight, as on the next climb she
wore a coloured handkerchief tied round her head.
Breakfast did not take long and we were off soon after 5 a.m.,
and after a somewhat wearisome trudge struck up a rock ridge
which led to the top of the Mittaghorn. So far it had only been
a scramble not necessitating the use of the rope, but now the
real climb began along an upward sloping ridge, the Egginer
grat, which terminated at the summit of the Egginerhorn. We
roped up and I joyfully threw everything I was carrying to my
companions, as it is always understood that the leader carries
nothing but the responsibility. I had read up the way most
carefully, but it was so well marked with scratches of previous
boots that there was not the slightest difficulty in finding it: I
knew it terminated with a steep chimney, said to be the only
difficult part of the climb. It was terribly hot, oppressively so,
without a breath of wind, and though the climbing was not of a
high order I confess to feeling extremely tired and resolved that
when we got to the chimney I would make Miss W. lead, as I
knew her to be very strong. However, somehow I never recog
nised the chimney when I got to it, and was within a few feet of
the top before I realised that I had been climbing it for the last
eighty feet. Its difficulties had been overrated; it was perfectly
easy—at least I found it so; but then it may have been that I
was an exceptionally good climber. Arrived at the top I wan
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pleased to find the other two even hotter and more tired than I
was, and we all lay like logs in a little bit of shade; and if it
had not been that we were dying of thirst, with not a drop to
drink, we probably should not have moved till nightfall. As it
was the pangs of thirst compelled us to* descend in search of
water, and eventually we found a cave with water pouring
through the roof. We soaked ourselves inside a,ud out: our
tiredness left us, and we strode triumphantly home, having
accomplished our first guideless climb.
The following day was one of rest. That is another of the
joys of Swiss climbing: there are complete off days when you
lie out of doors dreaming of what you have done and what you
are going to do—and there is generally a good deal more of the
latter than the former.
Our next climb was to be the Portjengrat, another reck ridge,
but a very different one to the Egginergrat; I knew there was
real climbing on this one, and that it was certainly well above
the rank of a, moderate. The local guides were distinctly
annoyed; they were used to the '' Herreii " going guideless, but
the " Damen " never, and they prophesied all sorts of terrible
things: the Egginergrat was all very well, but the Portjengrat
was not for ladies. I may mention they were very much out of
work, as indeed all guides have been since the war, they are
so expensive that few can afford them nowadays. For instance,
had we wished to do this climb with guides, we should have been
compelled to take two, and the cost would have been over £5.
There were two men from our hotel doing the climb 011 the
same day, and we gave them plainly to understand that though
we might walk with them to* the foot we were going to have
nothing to do with them on the climb. It is usual to sleep at a
little mountain inn about three hours' walk from Saas for this
climb, but we all elected to go straight from the hotel, and so
made a very early morning start while still dark and walked by
the light of lanterns.
We separated when we got to the foot of the glacier. The men
said they should strike the ridge at a different place to the usual
one and so get a longer and more difficult climb; we were content
with the ordinary tourist route. I had arranged that Miss W.
should lead on the rock and I over snow and ice, as she knew
nothing of ice work. The glacier was an easy one to cross, but I
led up rather a difficult way and we had toi make a traverse over
ice. Miss P. and I had taken crampons. Miss W. possessed a
pair, but I would not let her bring them, telling her that as she
had never been on ice or snow before she had better learn first
to depend on her nailed boots. That was not my real reason,
but a leader should always give her orders quite plainly—the
reasons can be what she chooses to give. The true reason was
that when we came to rock and Miss W. had to lead, Miss P.
and I would have had to carry the crampons, and they were
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heavy and we had a good deal to carry. I had to cut steps to get
across the ice. I had never cut steps before, but that did not
deter me from cutting1 them with the most perfect ease and
skill, and the others were lost in admiration. I cut a hundred
steps that day—at least I said I did, and having said it so often
I really begin to believe that I actually did cut that number.
Well, I got them safely over the glacier and Miss W.
took the lead, and then we got up the ridge by an easy way and
started the climb. The two men shortly overtook us and we
moved together for a little w'hile, when we saw a terrific thun
derstorm coming up. We retraced our steps with all speed to
make for a place of safety off the edge of the ridge, as lightning
is apt to strike the top of the ridges. I was last coming down,
and in my hurry dislodged a somewhat large stone which whkzed
past Miss P. It rather upset her nerve for a time, though I
really do not know why it should have, as it was quite two inches
away from her and it certainly did not weigh more than half
a ton. It never disturbed me in the least, but then of course I
had had so many years of experience, and also perhaps it may
make a difference that she was the one nearly killed and not I.
Wle 'got a little way down the: slope, off the edge of the ridge,
and the storm broke. I had never been on a mountain in a
thunderstorm before, but of course I knew what to do. We put
our axes some distance away lest they should attract the light
ning and took what shelter we could from the snow and hail.
I found a very good place (I don't know what the others had)
where I was comparatively sheltered, and being tired I took the
opportunity of having a good sleep. The storm cleared off at last,
but it was too late to finish the climb and we all decided to go
back. The men said they would take us down off the ridge by
a much nicer and shorter way than the one we had oome up, so
we (foolishly) consented to follow them. It turned out that
they took us down a way they knew nothing of, and it became
more and more precipitous and more difficult till finally we
came to a place where further progress was impossible. Nothing
daunted, Mr. C. (the leader of the two) ordered Mr. H. over the
edge, saying he would let him down on the rope, to see what he
came to. He was let down the full length of the rope—eighty
feet,—and at last a voice came up: " I think there is standing
room here and a belay for another 'abseil'." Mr. C. there
upon told us to unrope, took our rope, knotted the two together,
put them round a belay and told us to abseil down. I abseiled
down first and was somewhat uneasy when I landed at the
so-called standing place. There was, it is true, a good standing
place for one, but that had to be left for the last comer. There
was nothing else but an excessively narrow crack across sheer
smooth slabs; into this crack one could just get the tips of one's
boots, and there was absolutely nothing to hold on to. Mr. H.
had gone as far as he could along the crack, and I had to edge
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my way towards him; then the rest of the party followed by
slow degrees, ending with Mr. C., who'pulled the rope off its belay
and let it fall upon our heads. After this we had another
abseil, this time on to a larger standing place, and finally a third
one took us to the glacier. All this had. taken, time, and we did
not reach our hotel till nearly ten o'clock, having been out
nineteen hours. This comes of following men!
Owing to a slight break in, the weather we had two days off
and then decided to tackle the Portjengrat again. Miss P
deserted us, going off with some friends and a guide to do the
Weissmies, but Miss W. and I were in 110 way dismayed
This time we resolved to sleep overnight at the mountain
inn so as to start fresh in the morning. We engaged a. porter
to carry up our sacks, and he proved so useful that Miss W.
engaged him for life. As soon as it was light we set off and
shortly reached the glacier. This time I led across a much
easier way and had no steps to cut.
To our joy we had the whole mountain to ourselves. There
were no> others climbing that day, so we could not be accused
of following a guided party as is sometimes done by the guideless.
The way was not difficult to find, as like the Egginergrat it was
well scratched. There was only one place where we lost all signs
of scratches and further progress seemed barred on all sides.
We could not make it out, till at last it dawned upon us that we
had to make a hand traverse'. There were several distinctly
difficult pitches, and we had to make one abseil down a bare slab.
We used our own rope as we had not brought a spare one. I
must admit that Miss W. led well; not that I could not have
done it just as well, but I must certainly give her her due as a
good leader. After the most perfect climb we got back to the
inn for tea and to our hotel in time for dinner, and I well
remember our pride in sauntering past the sullen-looking guides
sitting on the wall.
After this our week was over, and we parted to join men and
guides.
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NORTHERN LIGHTS ox CHRISTMAS DAY.
By F. ORMISTON-CHANT.
(^HRISTMAS DAY, 1918.—I often wonder if my comrades
remember it with the same inexpressible pleasure that I do.
The war was over and peace was to bring prosperity and happi
ness to1 a tiied world; many valued friends had returned recently,
some of whom had not seen the Cumberland mountains for
several years, and them was every prospect of real winter
weather, with its attendant glories of step-cutting and glissading
011 snowbound mountains. We left Parkgate at the disgrace
fully luxurious hour of 10.30 a.m. The party consisted of four :
an old stager, one of the finest climbers it has been my privi
lege to accompany; his wife, new to Doe Crag and the charm
of those grand cliffs; my husband and myself. Slavishly we
trod in the tracks left by a friend who had made an earlier but
solitary start. Fortunately he was about six feet four, and his
boots were in proportion, so* that it became a comparatively easy
matter to jump from one to the other of the oaves left in the
deep snow as a result of his progression.
After a time we crossed the Walna Scar path and yielded up our
tranquil sunlit world of dazzling1 white for a blizzard of northerly
gales and snow, fiercely hurled at us from the crags. We lost the
friendly tracks, and had to fight our way guided by previous
knowledge of the ground. Soon all was clear again, and in that
perfect' stillness which seems possible only among mountain
snows we struggled up the scree to the Cave, and so to the foot
of Easy Terrace, where we recovered the giant's tracks, which
showed unmistakably that he had been up to the top of the
Terrace and returned.
We started by an attempt 011 the usually easy upper part of
the Intermediate Gully. Since then I have been down the lower
severe part twice1 , and decidedly it required nothing like the
effort and care demanded from each member of our party while
surmounting those glazed and snow-crested pitches in the> upper
part on that wonderful day. The first pitch looked so easy when
we took stock of its billowy slopes, but it cost the leader some
time to make any way at all. The snow1 simply pealed off in
small avalanches, and he had hard work to cut his holds in the
formidable icicles of the cascade. The would-be cave pitch about
half-way up was, however, the supreme obstacle. How glad
we were that each had taken an ice-axe, in spite of the nuisance
these are on rocks. I shall not forget our breathlessiiess as we
watched the leader negotiating the large chockstone—the chockstone glazed, on its left an ice wall with a steep frozen slope of
rock. Below, and in the line of fire, we two women assisted the
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other mail to provide an ice-hold for the leader's foot, whilst
over the top chockstone a fringe of deep-drifted snow kept on
dropping1 in lap-fulls of sufficient bulk to make balance extremely
precarious. However, after some forty or fifty feet of difficult
work—for, owing to the frozen slopes both above and below,
the pitch was much longer than in summer conditions,—we all
reached the safetly of the heavy drifts above the " bottleneck ''
of the gully, and in growing darkness continued to the top of the
crags. At five o'clock, as we sat on the bare rocks of the ridge
from which the wind had swept the snow, we were watching
the last of the twilight fading slowly from the Duddoii Valley.
It was absolutely still and beautifully warm in contrast to the
chill of the gully we had just left, when suddenly the sky
brightened, and, to our astonishment and joy, the Northern
Lights appeared over the north-western horizon. They grew
in strength until they spread an exquisite sea of pearly irridesoence from nearly east to west, and their radiance made
it possible to see stone walls and shelters far below in the Duddoii
Valley. At 5.15 we took photographs with an orthochromatic
plate from a point a few yards south of Doe Crag summit.
Under ordinary conditions it would be quite dark at that time,
for the moon, only twenty-one days old, had not yet risen.
As we made our way down the ridges towards Walua Scar the
Aurora faded, but sufficient light was left to make glissading a
delightful uncertainty. Unroped, the whole party indulged in
a series of wild standing, sitting, and lying-down, glissades,
mostly the latter, owing to the difficulty of judging the angle
of slopes in the dim light, though perhaps rolling would be a
fitter term for our downward course. This brought us to Walna
Scai', Parkgate, a,nd a Christmas dinner at 6.45—a notable feast
that accomplished the reunion of friends who had not met since
the outbreak of war.
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A FIRST SEASON.
By ELLA MANN.
proverbial " beginner's luck " was surely mine to choose
the summer of 1923 for my first serious climbing in the Alps.
The weather during July and August was marvellous. There
had been no season like it, one was told, since before the war.
On the 5th of July my friend Florence M. MacLeod (L.S.C.C.)
and I arrived at the Montanvers. Our first outing was to that
most popular climb, the Aiguille de I'M., and thenoe to the
Petits Charmcz, both pleasant climbs of moderate difficulty.
Arriving back at the Montanvers at noon, we watched the daily
crowds arriving by train from Chamonix, greatly admiring those
brave ones in patent leather and high heels intent on crossing
the Mer de Glace. Next day we climbed the Grands Charmoz—a
climb of much more interest and difficulty than that of the day
before. <; Un jo>ur de repos " followed, and on July 9th we started
at 2 a.m. for the Grepon. Overawed, somewhat, by the reputa
tion of this famous climb, I had passed a sleepless night, and was
so glad at last to be out under the stars making for the Nantillons glacier, and gazing at Mont Blanc—a vision of beauty,
crowned with one bright star. On the glacier we overtook a
caravan fearfully and wonderfully laden. They were " movie
men," bound like ourselves for the grepon, and easy was the
going where their feet had trod! I question, if " le prestigieux
Grepon " ever beheld a stranger or larger company. We were
thirteen all told on the rocks that day. It was a glorious climb,
strenuous and difficult, but interesting all the time; and the rock
such as to make the heart of a rock-climber rejoice. Our last
ascent among the Chamonix Aiguilles was the Dent du Geant.
The steep angle of the rock would make this a sensational climb
were it not that there are fixed ropes throughout.
Leaving Chamonix we made for Arolla; and it was on this
journey that we had the most exciting adventure of the holiday—
a run from Sion to Hauderes in a, powerful Fiat! Along that
narrow road we roared, whizzing round bends and missing
precipices by inches! On July 17th, after a couple of pleasantly
lazy days at Arolla, we set out for Zermatt. From the Berthol
Hut to the Col d'Herens thick mist enshrouded us, nor could
we get any glimpse of the Matterhorn itself. We had hoped to
traverse the Matterhorn up the Zmutt ridge and down the
Italian side. But our guide now declared that owing to this
storm on the mountains, the Zmutt would not "go" for per
haps a day or so. Unwilling to wait, we decided to try the
easier traverse from the Italian to the Swiss side1. By five o'clock
in the morning of July 20th we were stepping out for the Staf-
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felalp. We watched the sun tip the Matterhorn with rose, and
the lovely colour creeping down the mountain side. At 6.15
p.m. we had reached the C'abane Luuji di Savoia, well up the
Italian side, having enjoyed a fine sleep on the Furgjoch en route.
Next day we traversed the mountain, making the first traverse
for the season. This climb is too familiar to need description.
The Italian side would make a fine climb but for the fixed ropes.
The rope-ladder near the Italian summit we found completely
encased in ice. For the surmounting of this obstacle each in
vented a ''system" of his own, "unorthodox, perhaps, but
successful. A pleasant hour was spent in the Swiss summit
feeding, photographing, and enjoying the view. The only inci
dent of the descent worth mentioning was a wind we encountered
on the " shoulder." It froze us to the marrow and almost blew
us o>ff the mountain. One realised how terrible a storm on the
mountains might be. Here I must tell a, tale of sad delusion.
Who has not admired from Zermatt that grand and impressive
face of the Matterhorn? Well, here it was (below the
''shoulder"), unsightly and uninteresting—a kind of glorified
shale-heap with a well-defined track leading down. So strong
was the moonlight that night as we descended to the Staffelalp
that the rocks on the other side of the Zmutt glacier looked as
if lit up by powerful electric lights.
The following afternoon, we went to the Schonbiihl Hut, and
from there next day climbed the Dent Blanche, descending
from the climb to Hauderes. On this mountain we encountered
English climbers for the first time—Mr. Graham Wilson and
Mr. Shaw. From Hauderes we at once proceeded to Arolla. to
attend a meet of the L.S.C.C. Between July 26th and 30th we
climbed the Petite Dent de Veisivi, the Za (by the face), and
traversed the Aiguilles Rouges. Later we left Arolla for Fioiinay, going over the Col de Sevreu. The " grind " on the Arolla
side was unusually tedious and dull; but down the steep and
beautiful path to Fionnay the flowers were a wonder and a
delight, the stream stumbled in foaming cascades, and the mar
mots—most amusing little fellows—were as thick as rabbits.
From Chanipex in August we had a very good climb—the
traverse of the Aiguilles Dorees. For this climb we had to makethe long "trek " to the Dupuis Hut. As they may not be as
familiar as the Chambnix and Zermatb climbs, I may explain
that the Aiguilles Dorees form a chain of six peaks, the Crettez,
Javelle, Trident, Biselx, Penchees, and Varappe. The first
point, the Aig. Crettez, presents little difficulty, but the Javelle
chimney leading to the second summit proves quite a pretty
problem. For the first eight feet or so it is a. crack containing
sundry jammed stones. These are iised to get up to the point
where one gets completely into the chimney. Then come about
twenty feet of pure " humphing " : there are no holes to speak of,
and the chimney here is so narrow that I could not turn in it.
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Now a flake of rock gives a welcome stance, and ten feet more
of " humphing " lead to another flake, where one is very far from
being comfortable. All this time one has been working inwards
in the chimney, which narrows to a> thin crack. Now comes the
special Javelle " stunt." The guide unroped, fixed a large knot
on his end of the rope, threw it eight feet or so higher, till the
knot was induced to catch in a small nick at the top of the
crack just mentioned. Then one pulled up on the rope, pushing
madly on the smooth inclined walls of the corner, until by the
dispensation of Providence one could get the hands over beyond
the knot, and the posterior on to a small platform. From this
position a fine view is obtained through a vertical hole in the
direction of the Dupuis Hut! Then came a smooth slab, a short
horizontal knife-edge, an awkward and slightly overhanging
climb to the top of a large block, an easy chimney and the summit
is gained. To gain the Tete Biselx there is a steep ice-slope to
be overcome. Many climbers do only the first two points, being
unwilling to tackle this ice slope and the bergschrund coming
off the mountain, which can be very bad indeed. The remaining
rock work is easy, but getting off the mountain took very careful
going owing to the bad state of the bergschrund. The first
traverse of the season had been made three days before, and our
guide was utilising the steps of the party of giants who did it—
for giants they must have been! " Allez debout! " friend, guide,
and porter howled at me as I made acrobatic contortions to reach
each next distant step on that icy, sloping, narrow lip of the
bergschrund. I bade them " allez," too, but not " debout " !
The end of August found us again at Zermatt. Here I had
to say farewell to the mountains. With the best of comrades,
from the summit of the Zinal Rothorn I gave thanks and ren
dered homage to the spirit of the mountains, and dreamed of
climbs to come.
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POT-HOLING.
By MARJORIE HOLMES.
JT is no wonder that the "bottomless pits" or pot-holes of the
Pennines are still in the pioneer stages of exploration. They
are so obviously the entrances to the lower regions. Their very
names, Hell Hole, Boggarts Roaring, Nick Pot, and so on, have
kept the pious away for centuries. Sometimes in the Middle
Ages an impious overlord would have a terrified yokel dangled
into the depths, but the wretch generally left what wits he had
behind him, so mediaeval history tells us nothing about the under
world. Even to this day the country folk in limestone districts
give the pot-holes a wide berth.
Pot-holes are found in every district where carboniferous lime
stone is the principal rock, and where the rainfall is above the
average. Considering the latter, a West Yorkshire native would
expect his district to be pitted with them. Anyway, it can boast
of having the lead in both size and number of its " pots " and
caves. The most innocent looking "pots" are often the most
dangerous. Some you can easily jump across. At Long Kin
West on Ingleboro' you can sit astride and dangle yooir legs
above a drop of 320 feet. And often the most impressive are
easily climbable, though a few like Gaping Ghyll and Alum Pot
are both impressive and difficult. Gaping Gyhll— G-G to the
tribe—is unclimbable except by rope-ladder, but 360 feet down
and up a swinging ladder is too much like work, so nowadays
you are whisked down in a bosun's chair in a few seconds. The
return journey takes about ten minutes, and I don't know which
is the more sensational.
Most people, when describing even a tame cave they have
met, punctuate each sentence with a shudder. And merely to
think of a yawning pot-hole gives them "the creeps." They
instantly picture a deep, dank hole, where falling water booms,
where slime reeks on the walls, where giant saurians play pranks,
and where the consciousness of tons and tons of solid earth over
their heads turns their spines to jelly. I have asked hundreds
of quite intelligent beings their opinions, and unless they have
never heard of a pot-hole, that is their idea of one. Pot-holers
themselves are about as repulsive as drainpipe rats, and
undoubtedly related.
Generally, in pot-holing clubs—for such things really exist,—
there are certain superior folk who outgrow their water-rattishness and assume a noble passion for the heights. Thus arise
deadly feuds in clubs (men's club's, that is to say), on one side
being the degenerate pot-holers, on the other those seekers of
untimely deaths—the rock-climbers. As this article will prob-
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ably fall into a hotbed of the latter it would only be fair here to
glorify pot-holing a little for their enlightenment. It has its
advantages.
Advantage No. 1 and most important.—The how-shall-I-getdo<wn-again problem which sometimes puzzles mountaineers has
no existence. You are; down already. All that remains is for
you to come up.
Advantage No. 2.—There is double moral support provided—
a rope and & hand line. This is a distinct benefit when you are in
Advantage No. 3, which is the darkness. As there is yet no
instrument for measuring the tension of the rope, the not too
conscientious climber will find No. 3 very useful.
Advantage No. 4.—Again the presence of two ropes is a com
fort when breathlessly you beg to be hauled up. There are not
many of your fellow creatures who would cut both ropes.
Advantage No. 5.—It is not yet considered inglorious to ascend
a chimney by ladder.
Advantage No. 6.—When the force of gravity proves too strong
for you, your dying comfort will be in the knowledge that you
are falling not off something (a mountain, for instance), but into
something, even though it be only a pot. There is a difference,
you know.
Having now converted many, it will not be out of place here
to add a note or two on equipment. In the early days the
pioneers gave no attention to the artistic possibilities of the
sport. Their originality ran noi further than hob-nailers and
something waterproof. To-day no member is worthy of his club
if he does not dress tastefully and becomingly. Doublets, slashed
and fringed, are essential to smartness, and to be really chic you
must wear frills in as many places as possible. Millinery, too,
offers scope to original people. Tin helmets, the envy of all last
men up, are rather sweet, and fitted with sconces for candles they
are really a dream. The hackneyed tennis bandeau is replaced
by goggles worn above the eyes. Hose or no hose is a matter of
taste. A rucksack is fairly important. There are sizes to suit
every appetite, and one popular model is fitted with a tin-opener,
a shoe-horn (often useful in tight crawls), and a portable type
writer for jotting down impressions without waste of time.
Candles and electric lamps are occasionally used.
There is only one disadvantage of modern pot-holing—there
are no women's clubs. If a woman is known to a club, and
has the happy knack of making its members forget her sex, she
may wangle some invitations, but elderly members are not
easily deceived. Indeed, there seems to be a conspiracy on foot
among all ages of men to resist the influx of women.
Seriously, then, the only thing for women to do is to take up
independent pot-holing as they have done mountaineering. As a
sport it is apart from rock-climbing, and not quite allied to
cave exploration. It is not to be treated lightly as a sideline
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to one of these. I think, next to Polar exploration, it is sport
that calls for most inborn optimism, for the depths cannot sup
ply that uplift and rapture which the heights, by reason of their
height, create in us. The nearest approach to rapture for a
pot-holer is when he discovers some new passage underground,
or, better still, a new pot altogether. He will spend days in
apparently useless grubbing and digging, in the hope of discover
ing some giant among pots: something as vast as those of Karst
and Carniola. I think, if ever young pot-holers were frankly
jealous, it was when C. F. D. Long discovered his wonderful cave
on Ingleboro'. A pot-hole with the possibilities of that cave
would be the Pot-holer's Paradise.
I remember once having hopes of that, paradise.
There had been a meet at one of the biggest pots on Ingleboro'.
For several hours we had shivered on the rocks at the edge watch
ing first one lucky man and another disappear down, the hole.
If it had been a hot summer's day we might have waited there
several hours longer.
But it was late autumn. Daylight would fade before another
party cooild descend, and even if by some miracle it didn't, could
we, the youngest, hope to be included ?
Said Pip to me: "Let's explore."
Even that was not easy, for all the tackle was in. use. Our
exploring therefore became a mere pot-hunt.
At last, after poking into countless sinks and fissures, we saw
a sink smaller than the others, but plentifully strewn with hope
ful-looking boulders. The turf above sounded hollow to the feet
of faith. Pot-holer's Paradise! We scrambled down. Some
of the rocks were movable, and revealed a long crack beneath.
It apparently led to profundity.
Foir an hour we grubbed in the peat and stone. Then day
light stopped us. We had far to walk, so very reluctantly we
left the place, but not before we had plumbed its depth. By
timing the stones we obtained depths varying from 22 to 264
feet. Electing to believe the last one, we were almost too
delirious to build a wee cairn to mark the place.
In Pip's Christmas vac. we raided the pot again. The mists
were not on the fells, so we marched up cumbered with enough
tackle to sink a mine. We felt mighty proud, for it was tackle
that had seen real work: crowbars, picks, and pulleys which
had been lent us by Mr. Long, who was interested in our baby
pot.
The pot was not easy toi find, although the cairn was there.
Some farmer of the energetic breed that built walls on Wharnside had been tidying up. Every stone had been pitched back;
every boulder, which had been like an elephant to move a few
inches before, had been rammed into the crack again.
We set to work right away. For two hours there was no sound
but the ring of steel, and the grunts of the navvies. Various
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entrances were made, but one after the other had to be given
up : they were guilty of tapering.
One, however, was promising. Lower and lower \ve got. At
last, standing on our heads to heave out a ohockstone, we were
able to gaze down into the yawning chasm. 264 feet! Excitedly
\ve roped. Pip being flattest, went first, but before long
had to return for some Gold Flake to neutralise the
For
Down she went again.
odour of mutton below.
every inch that I paid out the rope my heart jumped a beat.
Suddenly her plaintiff voice came up again, and the whistle
blew twice. A spike was troubling her. I hauled her out. It
was no good, she said; but I, having more faith in the pot than
in her word, meant to try myself. The result was the same.
The spike successfully blocked the way, which became about as
big as a rabbit's front door.
It was only a baby pot after all. It wanted another thousand
years to grow to be a man. So we left it and dragged the tackle
broken-heartedly down the fell, and afterwards round to Mr.
Long. He offered kind sympathy, and in a concrete form.
Explosives. We would blast the spike away
That was the last chapter in Baby Pot's history. The ex
plosives were never tried. Mr. Long died in August, and with
other pot-holer* we mourned for more than an undergrowii pot.
"And why," say the short-sighted so often, "why d'you clo
it? What use is pot-holing, anyway? " No earthly use unless
you happen to be a geologist. But what after all becomes of the
people who go through life searching for use in every corner?
Did Drake go round the world for use? Were Peary or
Shackleton out above all to be useful? Mallory or Irvine? Thus
pot-holing backs itself up by the world explorers, because though
it is exploration on, so wee a. scale, yet there is bound to be a day
when all exploration will be limited. Who knows but that the
" last secrets " and " final mysteries " may not be lurking in the
bottomless pits of the world? Mr. John Buchan need not
despair. So long as our climate remains as it is pot-holers will
exult, for each rainstorm is helping to ring in their Golden Age.
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INTO SPAIN AND BACK AGAIN.
By D. E. FILLET.
the map the great barrier between France and Spain seems
to offer an easy and alluring field for exploration. We made
innumerable plans to penetrate all the valleys and ascend all
the peaks in that wild, romantic country, new to all of us; but
such is the fabric of planning on a map that time and space
vanish: difficulties disappear and weather conditions are ever
perfect. Soon our schemes were to be subject to the immutable
laws of real mountaineering; and of that host of dream expedi
tions crossing the frontier into Spain was alone to materialise.
At Easter the Pyrenees are a country of deep snow and varied
weather; many expeditions simple in August are frankly
impossible, and avalanches are a serious problem.
For our first week we made our headquarters at Canterete,
in summer a place of tourists who gaily display themselves in
La Place aux Oeufs and drink strong smelling sulphur waters,
but now completely deserted. This made us objects of interest—
of pitying interest when it was known that we had actually come
to climb. A young guide was recommended to us largely, we
suspected, to see that no harm should befall such irresponsible
cranks. In engaging his services w© made a tactical error. He
was a ski expert and, assuring us that the snows were unsafe for
climbing, led a meek party laden with those unwieldy planks to
practise the elements of that sport so painful to the beginner.
Even the fact that on our third day we were able to toil up to the
Marcadou Hut, a full day's journey under a boiling sun over
snow evidently too soft for any other mode of progression, was
but a slight compensation.
The beginning of our second week found us deserting our young
skier and crossing to Gavarnie, where we saw, over the Port de
Boucharou, our only hope of crossing into Spain. The magnetic
attraction of "the other side" which had gripped us before in
Wales and the Alps became intensified—Spain echoed in
our minds as we raised our eyes towards the sky-line. That very
night we drove up from Luz in spite of the insistences of hotel
people that we could pass the night at their establishments and
enjoy the views driving up in the morning. Our plans for the
morning were different; our visions were of castles in Spain,
Accordingly, to the bewilderment of the crowd which had
gathered, we bargained with a motor man and drove off, an
object for many shrugs. To go up towards the mountains at night
was incomprehensible to Luz; to us it was the first step towards
Spain.
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At Luz some sort of market or fair had been held : now and
then we swept, an incongruous apparition, past strange dark
figures and groups wending their nocturnal way back to their
remote upland dwellings—men and women in long black cloaks
and hoods, obscurely glimpsed and throwing out an atmosphere
of privacy and secrecy, not hostile but alien to all for which the
high-power car with its valley implications stood. Often, with
them would be their mule, a woman riding, the more sombre
figure of the man pacing by its head.
They were gone in a, moment as we went steadily upwards.
The openness of the sky overhead, now deep blue and shot with
the glimmer of the mountain-hidden, moon, brought, after the
shattering din and, vibrating oppression of the trainway from
Perrefitte to Luz, an indefinite relief. The walls of the gorges
still towered incredibly upwards in the impregnable and repelling
way of limestone. Before long we were passing through the
chaos where half a mountain had fallen and lies in huge pieces
like, but on a far bigger scale, the boulders which strew the
Devil's Kitchen above Llyn Idwal. In their shade the road
winds sinuously to spring up again beyond and pass through an
avalanche, down a cutting between, high walls of snow, and so
out into the comparative openness of the Gavarnie basin. Here
lights blazed out from one point in the otherwise dead scenery
and deserted village. The Hotel des Voyageurs was expecting us.
After dinner we had a glimpse of the holy of holies, a room
at the end of a passage whence firelight flamed. A room, or
rather widened end to the hall where behind curtains a great
table stood on red flags before a chimney with space for a whole
gathering round the logs. Here the proprietaire and his brothers
(we never found our how many they were), their families, and
friends came and went with a welcoming smile. Presently there
entered Francois B. Salles. How are hearts sank! With
crude, unseeing eyes we looked at him. Tall and bowed with
a stoop which brought his head far forwards of his knees, his
shoulders drawn together so as to give him a narrow, brokendown appearance. Indefinitely old, worn-out he looked; his
hands, gnarled and, corded with great veins, hanging down
when he sat, turning and turning his ancient cap. A grim,
peasant strength was in his haggard face, in the great hooked
nose, the narrow, high, bony forehead fringed with ragged, short
grey hairs, and in the hollow toothless jaws and indrawn burnt out mouth stained at the corners with tobacco juices.
We looked at one another wildly but sympathetically. His
responses to our questions were mainly made up of grunts and
patois exclamations. Yes, we could get over to- Spain if the wea
ther continued good. Yes, he could use ski; but why need we
worry about them, we could get on better without! If we
started at 6 a.m., not later, we could be in Torla by the evening.
No need to take any provisions with us. Something to eat on
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the col, yes; but we could get all we wanted on, the other side.
He rose and we shook hands, wondering at his grim aspect, Ms
^trange bony frame poised in a curious way as if we were about
to spring. He went, and we did not know what to make of him.
We might hope for the best, but it did not look promising. At
least we would get over and have a look at Spain.
Between grunts and
In the morning he surprised us.
expectorations we gathered that he could lend one of us (who
had been improvident) an axe—he had a spare one. Had we a
rope? This was a different kind of guide from our Cauterets
friend, and as we followed him out of the village in the early
light over crisp snows, we could see that here was a guide of the
old school—one who, instead of displaying his own agility, con
centrates rather on setting a steady, rhythmic pace. Salles
walked with a masterly gait; it had a strange swing, almost a
stumble in it, which ate up the slopes but never seemed to be
fast: was easy to keep up with yet would have been desperate
to outstrip. Up into the sun we mounted.
The Col de Boucharou or Port de Gavarnie is a long trough
in, its upper regions, flanked by fine peaks, the Gabietous and
Taillon on the left, beyond them on the French side the Cirque
de Gavarnie, the Pyramide, and Mont Perdu—great limestone
cliffs for the most part banded with shelves of glacier. All the
hollow valleys and all the slopes, except the sheer rock walls, were
deeply clad in snow. We mounted smoothly. The perfect day
wore on, but not faster than our journey TJp the long floor of
the trough in well-judged tracks, with a few steeper ziz-zags
at its head, we followred; exhilaration, hope, and a sense of wellbeing steadily growing greater.
On the top the old man was pleased unmistakably. In the
brilliant sunlight he looked even older, near sixty we thought
as he grunted with satisfaction. We made out he -was telling
us that it was an extraordinarily beautiful day and that we had
come very fast, much faster than usual, and that the snow was
good1. The snow indeed was perfect, firm to walk on and crisp,
so that granules of ice chased each other over the Port with a
scurrying sound. Above us the gloss on the ice crust of the
Gabietous was almost too bright to contemplate in the sunny,
limpid air.
Beyond was Spain, the country we had longed to see. It
stretched in a long valley at right angles to the one we had
ascended, though we had 110 sight yet of the ground below the
snow line. Opposite, limestone ranges sharp but tremulous in
the brightness of the early sunshine stretched away, more and
more yellow, into the distance.
Soon, washing to escape the wind, we set out again at a little
run bearing along and around the hollow curves of the flank of
the Gabietous. Suddenly brown leafage poked up over the edge
of the snow drifts, and we were in a bare, reddish, grassless
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region, where box bushes grew in tangled masses and a narrow
stony patli, cut by water channels from the melting snows, led
steeply down to a wasted, trench-like valley far below. Through
this, like a twisted ribbon, wound a river bordered on either
side by burnt-out levels. Nowhere was there any sign of life.
Nothing below the snows but the reddish earth, red rocks, and
dark patches of the box bushes. Heat struck up from the
ground; a full, almost pungent scent rose from it—aromatic,
southern, a smell of Spain.
We ate, and drank from the streams and from the wine
gourd—a rank drink tasting of goat and tar, which grows upon
one with experience. Then we went down and round the corner.
Boucharou appeared. We had heard much about this village.
Here, so we had been told, we were to find all we could want:
wine, bread, sausage, and cheese. Now we saw it, a barnlike
hovel with an unfinished stone building beside it. Between us
and it a narrow humped-backed bridge spanned the river. We
went down to be struck at once, when we reached the level, by
a hot blast which seemed to rush out of the ground. Much
conversation now ensued between Salles and a number of men;
a confused, prolonged grunting from him, manifold gestures from
them. An old, very dirty patriarch appeared, dressed exactly
like a pirate, a red handkerchief about his brow, and white,
strangely clean expansions of linen hanging out at his knees and
napping about his calves.
We were glad to go inside into the cool darkness. We were
led upstairs to the main dwelling room, a large space surround
ing a central, blackened, circular chimney-shaft through which,
thirty feet above, the sunlight could be seen slanting diagonally
downwards and shining through the little streamers of soot
which clung to its wide stone cowl and supporting pillars; a small
fire was burning. Three days later we were to see all this under
other circumstances. We were given anisette, said to be a
cooling and refreshing1 drink, and we bought a piece of sausage
which looked so terrible that we all silently and independently
resolved to leave it to Salles.
Down the valley the heat increased out of all measure. We
could understand now why the landscape looked so bare. Only
the dark box bushes throve: they surrounded us as we went on,
following1 the winding, deep-worn, narrow path towards the forests.
We passed a chapel set high on a knoll and almost hidden by sur
rounding fir trees, and in time came into the shadow of a cliff
beside the river, now foaming through a series of rapids. Here
hours passed. When at last it seemed as though it must be
cooler we went on, stumbling along a stony way which wan
dered round shoulder after shoulder of the hills, sometimes with
great drops and overhangs below—gorges where the river disap
peared in awful roaring plunges, and always with greater and
greater precipices rearing1 themselves above us.
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At last a final shoulder threw us out to where, commanding
the opposing side of the ravine, we could look over it and into
the main valley soaked with a rich, stainlike sunshine. Black,
small and remote, upon a slight rise in its midst, stood Torla, a
huddled patchwork of roofs above square walls, rising in the
centre to a square, black tower. Green meadows lay about it;
beyond, to a vague horizon, an unbounded corridor stretched
between declining hills. At our feet a bridge*—the Pont des
Navarrais—stretched across the gulf. Up to our left another
higher-level valley ran, back at. right angles, walled (few other
valleys have so strict a right to the word as the Val d'Arazas)
on both sides by mind-shaking ramparts of smooth, sheer lime
stone, banded in ochre and russet; streaked, where streams dissi
pated themselves into air upon them, with black and purple.
And every shelf and all their crests were white with snows.
Crossing the bridge we went down to Torla. But of Torla, of
the house of the Marquessa Vio, of the ci-devant Marquessa with
whom we lodged (taxes alone, not any revolution, explained his
abandonment of his title), of our bath next day in the Val
d'Arazas, of the dreadful faintness which struck us thereafter,
and of the bonfire in the forest which we lit, this is not the place
to write. Our second night in Spain we spent in Ordessa, which
is two small whitewashed cottages standing on a grassy knoll
under some of the most appalling cliffs in the world. We went
to bed, dragging ourselves away reluctantly from one of those
wood fires which by themselves make a Pyrenean journey worth
while.
We awoke in the morning with a sense of bewilderment turn
ing to alarm. The ceilings of our rooms shone with a " strange,
unheavenly glare." Leaping up, we saw snow all about the
little house—snow not in any sprinkling but in beds and layers.
All day long it rose higher and higher. The wind moaned and
roared, and 2,000 feet high cataracts of snow dust fell from time
to time from the almost invisible cliffs opposite. With the
evening the problem of returning to France became serious. But
we had hardly any alternative. For two of our party time was
up. The only other route, by the Canfranc tunnel, meant two
days lost and certain trouble and delay over passports. After
much discussion we resolved to attempt the recrossing of the
Col de Boucharou.
At dawn we set out through an opaque white world. It was
difficult to see which way we were going. The new snow filled in
the gaps between the lower bushes and covered them leaf by leaf
with little soft light heaps which clung to one another. To step
through them or between them was much the same. Here and
there a clump of trees had kept the ground clearer, and the dark
pine needles showing through might be an indication of a path.
We went on steadily, almost swiftly, winding without halts down
wards across the broken hillside. A stumble broke the silence
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from time to time: broke rather the steady, low roar of river and
wind which seemed, to come up heavily to the ears and blurred.
With his coat collar turned up, Salles appeared more bent for
wards than ever. He seemed all the time as though screwing
himself through some narrow place, head down, shoulders drawn,
legs bowed and knees bent, feet together.
After a while we turned more steeply down—there was less snow
here—and came out at the bridge from which we had first seen
Toi'la. Therei was little to be seen now as we took the upward
way to Boucharou except coloured rocks rising into a yellow
opaqueness out of which snow flakes steadily silted downwards,
the darkness of the roaring gulfs below and the laden, uneasy
forest trees. As we rose again we began to take notice of the
wind. At times the boughs above us would thrash together,
swinging and swaying with a hoarse angry sound and brushing
thick clouds of accumulated snow from their needles to fall in
blinding showers. Above the nearest noise we could hear—high,
sustained, almost notelike in quality—the prolonged rushing of
the gale against the upper ridges. The same thoughts were in
all our minds.
Above the gorges, where the forest gives way to open, bushy,
country, the wind seemed less menacing. From time to time
wild white clouds of snow dust would sweep by, twisting and
writhing upon, themselves and sucking up all loose snow from
the ground to pile it up in the sheltered sides of bushes so that
the path became almost free. With the cessation of the forest
noises our hopes rose. We were warm, making quick progress,
and Boucharou was at hand to retreat to if need be from the
upper reaches. It was true that, even at the clearest moments,
only a beginning of white slopes rising into impenetrable
obscurity showed; but the snowfall seemed to be diminishing,
or were the flakes merely passing by more thickly at a higher
level overhead ? We did not know, but cheered by the now near
loom of the houses we pushed on rapidly, enjoying that peculiar
pleasure which people who have been out enduring a storm
experience at the thought of encountering fireside folk.
Inside, a truly Pyrenean fire was blazing. Half a dozen fourinch saplings were laid together across the wide dogs in the
middle of the room and piled high with lighter pieces and bits
of charcoal. As it burnt the numerous population gathered
about on low stools, pushed the wood forward, sending swarms
of sparks upwards to the wide aperture above, through
which fell to meet them a ceaseless stream of snowflakes, dwind
ling and vanishing before they reached the flames. An occasional
hiss would indicate the survival of a giant. Through the aper
ture the wind entered, catching the smoke streams and whirling
them in spirals about the chimney; few of these gusts got into
the room, however, which was astonishingly free from smoke.
Here amid three generations of mountain dwellers we sat to dry
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ourselves and to eat a little. The prospects of crossing, \ve pre
sumed, were the topic of conversation, of which no phrase was
intelligible. Even gestures—we were watching Salles closely
now—meant little. They consisted of shrugs for the most part,
accompanied by grunts of violent though entirely vague
emphasis.
Suddenly Salles turned, and without any diminution of his
grunts made a statement in his patois: "Mod, ughah, ca m'est
egal! Perir la haut, ca m'est egal. Moi, je suis vieux ughah!
J'ai vecu, mads vous, ughah, vous etes jeunes, deux jeunes
demoiselles perir la haut dans la neige! Dommage! " The choice
appeared grave. We did not know what to> decide. From time to
time it seemed that the wind might be dropping, but soon its
flurrying would begin again. In the end we agreed to start',
taking with us a Spaniard, who might be supposed to know his
own side of the pass, sloping up as it did from his doorstep, and
thus should ha.ve been an added strength to our party.
He began by calling to his aid a singularly light-headed and
incompetent dog which gambolled about in and out of tlie track—
now pushing past us in the awkward trough, which we at once
began to plough through, deep snow drifts, and the next moment
becoming lost and having to be called in by his master, most of
whose energy was dissipated in. strident shoutings and whistles.
Encumbered by a flapping overcoat he took turns with Salles at
breaking the track, already no easy business. As we mounted it
became more and more arduous. Sometimes for a few yards we
would find a streak of hard surface which the wind had swept
clear of powder-snow, crusted, glistening, and slippery, but in
a few yards we would be in the waves again plunging thigh-deep
through an element which offered no resistance except when we
tried to extricate ourselves or to advance. In the brief trances
of the blast we could see dimly a circle twenty yards across of
streaky white surface ending in mist. Then the wind would
begin again, the circle would close in, and we would be drowned
in a whirling tide of hard, stinging particles. Eyes closed, half
choking, we could only just stagger on against it. After a while
the slope steepened, and we came to a halt. The Spaniard had
already complained of cold and we had to lend him our own
gloves. Now it appeared through Salles' disgusted gruntings
that the Spaniard was afraid; he wished to return. Salles was
doubtful himself and was scrutinising his party for signs of
fatigue. " Ca va? hein? Faut essayer encore? Que pensez
vous? "
The dog had long ago given up the expedition and
returned to the fireside. After a moment we sent the Spaniard
after his dog, rather relieved to be rid of him.
We were! now, we reckoned, about half way to the pass.
Though the old man showed no signs of flagging, it was time
to relieve him of some of the toil, and from now on we all took
turns at going ahead. The drifts became deeper. It was often
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no longer possible to walk. The only way to make even a yard
of progress up the slop© was in a peculiar spreadeagled, frog-like
position. Sometimes we crawled on all fours for a hundred yards
together, trying desperately to keep on the surface of the yield
ing welter by spreading our weight upon shins and elbows. Ever}r
few moments the blast which roared endlessly overhead would
drop upon us, and the slope would dissolve into a race of white
writhing smoke that seemed to eat one's skin. All sense of where
we were and even of what we were doing vanished at these
moments. A lull would come and we toiled on.
Every fifty yards at most a. new leader was required. Follow
ing exhaustedly behind in the track, we waited for our turn to
come again, changing slowly from a feeling that another step as
leader was an impossibility to the sense that after all there was
not much difference between going first or following. But we
realised that Salles' spells ahead were longer than we could an}'
of us achieve. Buried to the hips or flopping like a huge frog
011 the billowy surface that old man seemed to belong to a race
of giants. His strides were immense and unfaltering. His
hunched shoulders seemed to bore into the storm. We gradually
grew to feel a, puzzled wonder at his stamina. He had seemed to
us, on account of his age, a liability. Now we felt instead a
thankful reliance in his strength.
At last the drifted snow thinned; we could walk again, and
with a final zigzag we came to the pass itself and the sight of down
ward stretching slopes in place of the blank unending whiteness
into which we had been pushing. It was time: one at least
of our party, less experienced than the others, had been feeling
that despair which precedes breakdown, and a collapse here
would have been difficult to handle.
We plunged down in a completely changed mood, thinking
that now our troubles were nearly over. One thinks indeed that
downhill over gentle slopes one can always contrive to travel
somehow. It took perhaps half an hour to disillusion us. On the
French slope the drift was even deeper and seemed even stickier.
The downhill going drove our feet in, still further, and our
spells at leading became shorter and more exhausting. It is a
strange experience to lie in the snow unable to take another step
and to know that one must bring oneself to that stage again and
yet again before relief comes. Half way down 011 a little knoll
stands a Pyrenean cabane. It bears no resemblance to any of
the caban.es of the Alps. Not high, enough to staoid up in, built
of loose: stones and roofed with insecure slabs and more used by
sheep than by men even in autumn, it offers little protection and
no comfort. Yet we come to it at last almost with a sense of
home-coming. After ten minutes' rest the chill which struck us
drove iis out shaking from head to foot. We had to go on or
collapse. The wind at this lower level had moderated. Up
above in the dim, white cloud-hidden heights it was still howling.
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We held fast to the thought that it must be packing the new
snow above fairly tight, for we had now to cross the mouths of
many gullies to emerge out of the funnel of the valley on to the
more open slopes above Gavarnie. It was a place evidently
much exposed to avalanches. Following in the track we had
ample time to gaze up into the vagueness above and imagine the
drifts piled up on tilted ledges which hung above us ready to
fall. Across the gullies we moved singly. By so doing we ran
less risk of disturbing the equilibrium of the slope, and there
would be some left to dig out any who* were engulfed should any
thing happen. The danger under the circumstances was not too
great, and it was carefully weighed. If the weather had been
clearing up it might have been prohibitive. The" place has a
bad name, and the tales of lost Spaniards which we heard that
evening in the village made us feel lucky.
Beyond, on the wider, gentler slopes which hang over
Gavarnie, we thought once more we had reached the end of our
toiling. Again we were tricked. But now it was more exhaustion
than the depth of the drifts which held us up. We were tired
as no ordinary mountain expedition in fair weather can tire
climbers of some experience. We found ourselves back in a
state familiar to those wandering for the first time in. moun
tains. There below loomed the valley, blackness working
unevenly through the mist. Now and then, as the wind cleared
it' away, we could even see separate houses, and, after a while,
lights glimmering here and there in windows. We toiled on
and they seemed to come no nearer. A kind of impatience and
fretfulness which belongs only to one's very first expeditions
assailed us. Our legs seemed to have become the wrong kind of
things for walking downhill. Even Salles, fighting through the
snow to the last with an energy worth that of all the rest of us
put together, seemed to feel the same weakness. We limped and
lumbered down, stumbling and slipping. When the snow ceased
at last and we came to grass and scree, we went no better; we
had almost reached the limit of our resources.
As we joined the valley path two men came by who stood and
watched us with curiosity. One of them was Salles' grandson,
last year's champion ski-runner of the Pyrenees. He greeted
his grandfather in a peculiar fashion. Calverley was once asked
by the Dean of his College how he regarded the Decalogue. Not
knowing precisely what it was, he replied, "With feelings of
reverence mingled with awe." It seemed ta be with similar
feelings that Francois Bernard Salles was regarded by his grand
son. But it was no uncertainty that inspired these feelings.
Later on, rested and refreshed, and sitting in a glow of congratu
lations by the fireside, w© had it impressed upon us that no other
man in the valley would have dreamed of crossing the Pass in such
weather. He had done it before when younger, but no other
guide had cared to risk the expedition. We inquired his age and
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were told that he was seventy-two. Already in his own, valley
he is a legendary figure round whom tales of exploits worthy
of Sampson or Milo of Crotona have gathered. We had seen
enough ourselves to credit them without difficulty. How a stove
which no one else could lift had been carried by him up the
Vigmale to one of Count Russell's grottoes, and not the stove
alone but a load of wood with it, for " What's the use of a stove
without wood?" Salles had demanded. How a mule which
collapsed under too- heavy a load on a cliff path had been caught
as it fell and hoisted back into safety by him alone. How it was
he, when no one else could, who had taken the great bronze
Virgin up to the Touquerou. To-day's performance, they said,
was just like him !
Sitting by the great log fire listening to the hiss of the stall
falling snow in the wide chimney we thought of what would have
happened if he had not been so remarkable. The chill of the
cabane, though now a distant memory, had lost none of its vivid
ness. With an ordinary man we should still have been there
if lucky; or, if unlucky, in the snow on the Spanish side. The
thought was sobering. That night we went to bed with a pro
found feeling towards the grand old man who had so worthily
maintained the traditions of the pioneers.

A PROTEST.
By A. MERE-MAN.
In nineteen hundred and twenty-one
The Pinnacle Club was first begun.
We smiled—we even thought it fun
To chaff the Pinnacle ladies!
In nineteen hundred and twenty-two,
We wondered what we ought to do.
We thought it would die; but it grew and grew!
The climbing club of the ladies!
In nineteen, hundred and twenty-three
They swarmed on the rocks from cairn to scree.
If you dodged them there, you met them at tea.
Those parlous Pinnacle ladies!
In nineteen hundred and twenty-four,
We found them leading climbs galore.
We growled, we groused, we even swore!
Presumptuous Pinnacle ladies!
(To be continued in our next.)
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE CLUB.
INCE its inauguration in 1921 the Club has developed
with a speed hardly credible to the many who
then looked on with scorn, detachment or even
approval. Meets, too many to enumerate, are
organised frequently during the year, and are in charge of a
Leader who is responsible for all arrangements. These meets
have been well attended and enjoyed, not only in the great
mountain centres, but at districts such as—Laddow, Almscliffe,
Stanage, Windgather, Alderley Edge, Castle Naze, etc. The
standard of rock climbing ability, combined with safety, has
increased enormously, and many members during the last four years
have also had the advantage of mountaineering in the Alps,
Dolomites, Pyrenees and Corsica.
It is difficult to give an adequate survey of the activities of
four years, but a list of general meetings is appended :—
Inaugural Meeting, March 26th. 1921, Pen-y-Gwryd Hotel, N. Wale*.
Annual General Meeting, April 15th, 1922, Idwal Cottage, Bethesda, N. Wale*.
Annual General Meeting, March 31st. 1923, Gue»t House, Capel Curie.
Annual General Meeting, April 19th, 1924, Sun Hotel, ConUton.
Dinner, Manchester, November 10th, 1923.
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